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Abstract
Random sets provide a powerful class of models for images containing randomly placed objects
of random shapes and orientation. Those pixels within the foreground are members of a random
set realization. The discrete Boolean model is the simplest general random set model in which
a Bernoulli point process (called a germ process) is coupled with an independent shape or
grain process. A typical realization consists of many overlapping shapes. Estimation in these
models is difficult owing to the fact that many outcomes of the process obscure other outcomes.
The directional one-dimensional (ID) model, in which random-length line segments emanate
to the right from germs on the line, is analyzed via recursive expressions to provide a complete
characterization of these discrete models in terms of the distributions of their black and white
runlengths. An analytic representation is given for the optimal windowed filter for the signal-
union-noise process, where both signal and noise are Booleanmodels. Several of these results are
extended to the nondirectional case where segments can emanate to the left and right. Sufficient
conditions are presented for a two-dimensional (2D) discrete Boolean model to induce a one
dimensional Boolean model on an intersecting line. When inducement holds, the likelihood of
runlength observations of the two-dimensional model is used to provide maximum-likelihood
estimation of parameters of the 2D model. The ID directional discrete Boolean model is
equivalent to the discrete-time infinite-server queue. Analysis for the Boolean model is extended
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Binary images can be modeled as sets where objects in a image are considered sets of pixels.
These models are attractive in that they arise from first principles: random shapes placed at
random positions. The Boolean model plays an important role in the theory of random sets
because it represents the simplest general such process. The one-dimensional (ID) case has
applications in signal processing and queueing systems [5], [51], [52]. The two-dimensional (2D)
model is used in geostatistics and image processing, among other applications [3], [31], [39],
[40]. The continuous Boolean model consists of two independent processes, a shape process and
a Poisson point process. The outcomes of the shape process are translated to outcomes of the
point process. A typical realization consists ofmany overlapping shapes.
Our concern is with the ID and 2D discrete cases and our results will ultimately be applied
to processing images. Our language will reflect our application so that points are synonymous
with pixels, points in a random set realization are called black while points not in the realization
are called white. In the ID case, realizations will be alternating sequences of black and white
pixels, the lengths of which are called black and white runlengths.
A discrete random set is a measurable mapping from an abstract probability space to
subsets of the digital plane. Put simply, a discrete random set is a collection of point sets
and their probabilities. It is convenient to model a random set as two independent processes:
a shape process and a point process. The shape process is a particular type of random set
whose outcomes are bounded subsets. In image processing, the shape process models objects of
random size, shape, or orientation. The shape process is also called the grain process. Outcomes
of the grain process are called grains or primitives. The point process is used to model random
placement of the shapes. The point process is also called a germ process and the outcomes are
called germs. A Bernoulli process is a point process in which the number of points marked in a
bounded subset of the digital plane is a random variable having a binomial density. The random
variables corresponding to disjoint subsets are independent. The probability p of a single point
being marked is called the marking probability or rate. The outcome of a Bernoulli process is
a set of points each selected with probability p. A discrete Boolean model is a discrete grain
process along with a Bernoulli germ process.
Let a grain process S have outcomes {si, S2, . . } and let the outcomes of the germ process be
{ii2, - - -}- Often it is convenient to include the null event 0 as a possible outcome for a discrete
grain so that the class of grain realizations is taken to be {0, s\, S2, - - .}. With this convention,
we omit the germ process notation and view the Boolean model realization as arising from a
sequence of trials, one at each point in the digital plane. The event 0 denotes the event that
no shape occurs, that is the point is unmarked, and has probability F(0) = q = I p. This
allows us to denote the entire model as a list of shapes (including the null shape) and their
probabilities.
We make a distinction between the discrete Boolean model, whose outcomes are collections
of sets and the observed random set which is the union of outcomes of the Boolean model. For
us, the outcome of the Boolean model is the collection {s\+i,2+2, } What is observed,
however, is the set Uj(si + &)- The random set formed by taking the union of the outcomes
of the Boolean model is called the germ-grain model. This distinction is made because we
will compute probabilities of observations via the Boolean model. Since many events from the
Boolean model can produce the same observation, we need language to discriminate between
the fundamental and simpler events of the Boolean model and the observed process.
Estimation in the continuous theory is guided by formulas linking probability statements
about the germ-grain process with probability statements regarding the germ and grain process
separately. Germ-grain realizations are what are observed, so measurements of the germ-grain
observations can be directly related to the germ and grain processes. Statements about the
grain process involve Minkowski functionals of the shapes, often in terms of mean area and
perimeter. These quantities are difficult to come by since the notion of a continuous shape is
quite general even without introducing randomness. Most applications assume shapes regular
enough so that these random variables are easily parameterized.
Instead of drawing upon the continuous theory, our approach is to attack the discrete case
directly. We first show that the ID Boolean model and the germ-grain process are equivalent
formulations of the same random process. In particular, the distribution of the Boolean model
is completely determined by the germ-grain process. The consequence of this result is that the
ID Boolean model is observable: the Boolean model is determined by its sampling distribution.
Moreover, given any distribution for the segment lengths of the Boolean model, it is a straigh-
forward matter to write down the governing distributions of the germ-grain process. This is
in contrast to the continuous case where the relationship is in terms of an integral equation
involving the Laplace transform of the segment length distribution (Hall [23], page 102).
The recursive formulas and event structures needed to show this equivalence are generalized
to compute the optimal filter or point estimator for one Boolean model unioned with another.
Specifically, given a windowed observation of the union of two Boolean models (or germ-grain
models), what is the best estimate of whether a point is covered by one process but not the
other. A typical scenario is when one Boolean model represents signal and the other noise. If
a pixel is black in the union, what is the best guess as to whether it is really white and covered
by noise?
These results are quite general and go beyond image processing applications. One dimen
sional Boolean models also model queueing systems where a line represents discrete time and
a point is marked if a particle enters the system at that time. The segment length is the
time interval (or service time) that the particle occupies the system. Multiple arrivals cause
overlapping occupancy times. A reasonable question is what is the service time distribution
given the busy-time distribution? Or conversely, given the service time distribution, what is
the busy-time distribution? These questions are answered by the result linking the germ-grain
model (busy times) and the Boolean model (for service times). If two types of particles can
enter the system, what is the best estimate that one type of particle is in the system and the
other is not, given that we observe the occupancy of the system for awhile? This is answered by
the optimal filter. Densities of several other random variables of interest are given in Chapter
5, including depletion time, occupation time and busy times for nonhomogeneous service times.
Once the ID problem is solved, the solution is leveraged to estimate parameters of 2D
processes. A full recursive solution in the 2D setting appears beyond reach due to combinatorial
explosion, but progress is made by looking at the ID processes produced by 2D processes
intersecting with fines. Likelihood functions for 2D models are expressed via horizontal and
vertical runlengths, assuming independence of the perpendicular processes. While practical in
many instances, this method can be improved by computing the joint distributions of vertical
and horizontal black and white runlengths, respectively. The joint distribution is computed by
analyzing how 2D grains intersect a
"'cross.'"
The original formulation requires the segments to emanate from an endpoint, which serves
as the
"center'1
of the grain. This restriction can be relaxed to provide a description of the
germ-grain model given any Boolean model formulation where the centers of the grains are
within the grain.
1.1 Background
In this section, we review the basic properties ofBoolean models and show how they are used for
estimation. The Boolean model is a random closed set which is composed of two independent
random processes: a germ process and a primary grain. The germ process is a Poisson point
process while the primary grain is a random closed set. Often the primary grain is required
to be convex. Throughout this work we deal exclusively with stationary processes. Let {&};<=/
be a realization of the germ process and let {5j}ie/ be realizations of the grain process. The
germ-grain model realization is S = Uie/(& + Si), the random set that is observed. The most
important property of Boolean models is due to Matheron [35]: for any compact set K,
P(SnK^) =
l-
exp {-\E ||Sb if||} (l.i)
where 5b is the primary grain, K denotes the reflection ofK about the origin, E is expectation
and A is the intensity of the Poisson process. The quantity on the left is called the capacity
functional or hitting distribution. This fundamental equation relates the germ-grain model to
the germ and grain processes. The capacity functional completely describes any random closed
set, but in the case of the Boolean model, we have an explicit formula for it.
A fundamental quantity of the Boolean model is the volume fraction or mean fraction of
the area covered by 5, per unit area: p = P(0 S). Intuitively, this quantity describes how
dense the realizations aie on average. The complement 1 p of the volume fraction is called
the porosity. A consistent estimator of the volume fraction is simply the ratio of covered area
to sampled area in a realization.
Sometimes it is possible tomake use of higher order statistics for estimation. The covariance
of pores is defined to be
CP(z) =aw(0i S,z i S) =exp{-AE||(z + S0)USb||}
- (1 ~ pf (1-2)
It turns out that for the case of a Boolean model where the primary grain is a disk of random
radius, the covariance of pores and the porosity completely determine the intensity of the
Poisson process and the radius distribution of the disks, and vice-versa. This relationship
follows from explicit formulas linking (Cp,p) and (A, F), where F is the radius distribution
(Hall [23], pp. 299-300). One could conceivably estimate Cp and p from data and solve for A
and F. But, the relationship involves an integral equation and is thus not suited for estimation.
A consistent estimator for Cp is
1





^2 {I(ui white) + I(vi white)}
i=l
(1.3)
for a sample of points "Ui,Vi, i
= 1, . . . , n and z = Ui V{. Note that z is a vector and that a
realization should be sampled in many directions and distances. Consistency is with respect
to n > oo with the samples ranging over an unbounded subset of the plane. This estimator
was used by Diggle [9] (see also Hall[23]) to fit a random disk model to ecological data not
resembling disks in any way. However, the method is of interest because it demonstrates a
common estimation technique. The covariance function was estimated from a realization and
fitted in the least-squares sense, with a theoretical covariance function where the disk radius
had a three-parameter distribution. Thus minimization was carried out over four variables
(including A). While the fittedmodel bears no resemblance to the original data, such a technique
might be useful for discrimination among Boolean processes.
Anothermethod for estimating the parameters of a random-disk Boolean model is presented
in Dupac [18]. In this method, the disk radii are assumed to be normally distributed: N(p,a2)




The method proceeds by sampling circular clumps, i.e. those connected components in a
realization which are disks. Circular clumps could have been formed by isolated disks, disks
falling completely inside other disks or disks covering other disks but not hitting any other. The
radii of circular clumps are observable, but the radii of the constituent disks cannot be observed.
By computing the probability that a circular clump occurs given that a disk of a given radius
occurs, one can use
Bayes'
theorem to compute the radius density of circular clumps. This
density is approximately normal whose mean and variance are functions of p and a and can
be estimated from a realization. Then A, p and
a1
can be solved for in terms of the estimated
mean, estimated variance, and estimated porosity. The resulting three equations are nonlinear.
This method demonstrates a method ofmoments approach. Namely, if theoretical values for
parameters of an observable process are related functionally to the parameters of the underlying
Boolean model, one can replace the theoretical parameter values of the observed process by
estimates and solve for the parameters in the underlying process. One must be careful in this
approach to not have an underdetermined system of equations. The system of equations are,
as in this case, often nonlinear. Also, the statistical properties of such estimates are unknown
in general and often must be determined via computer simulations. On the other hand, these
estimators are often the only ones available for random sets.
Ayala et al. [1] went beyond Dupac and sought to investigate the statistical properties
of this method. They made several modifications, however. First, there is no advantage to
assuming normal distributed disk radii since the density of circular clump radii can be computed
numerically whatever the disk radius distribution. Ayala et al. chose to model the radius
distribution as uniform on [0,p]. This has the advantages of being nonnegative and having
a single parameter. Second, if one could justify the assumption that the circular clump radii
are independent (which is reasonable if the clumps are spread out) one could form a likelihood
function of the observed radii ri,...,rn, from which a maximum likelihood estimate of the
intensity A and radius parameter p could be formed:
(A,p) = argmaxTT/(r;; \p).
x,P
XA
1.1.1 First contact distribution
The first contact distribution is an important tool for the analysis of a random set and Boolean
models in particular. It is defined to be the probability that, given that a point is not covered
by the random set, a homothetic of some structuring element B intersects the random set: for
r >0,
HB(r) = l-P(SnrB^$)/(l-p). (1.5)
The choice ofB gives different probes into the random set and elicits different properties. This




exp ^E (2,]rkE[Wk(So)}W2.k(B) (1.6)
where u>2 = tt is the volume of a two-dimensional unit sphere, and Wk areMinkowski functionals:
W0(K) = \\K\\ , the area ofK
Wi (K) - \\dK\\ /2, one-half the perimeter of K (1.7)
W2(*0= ca
using these definitions, equation 1.6 can be simplified to
HB(r) = 1
-
exp j-A ]^E \\dS0\\ \\dB\\ +
r2
||fl||] } . (1.8)
The structuring element is typically a line or a ball.
Ayala et at [2] use the derivative of Eq. 1.8 to form a maximum likelihood estimate of a
Boolean model. The first contact distribution is observable from the germ-grain model. For
a realization, a (widely scattered) sample of points are taken and of those not covered, the
distance to the closest covered point is measured (assuming B is a ball). The approximate
likelihood function can be formed from Eq. 1.8 provided E ||<9Sb|| can be parameterized. Ayala
et aL do this for the random disk model and provide simulation results for the coefficient of
variation of the estimator for various values of Poisson intensity and mean radius.
1.1.2 Steiner formula
One of the most useful expressions relating the Boolean model and the germ-grain model is the
generalized Steiner formula [53]. It generalizes the expression Eq. 1.1. For So convex and K
compact and convex,
XE\s0k = Y^{2}\E[W2(SQ))W2-k(K) (1.9)
where the Minkowski functionals in the summand are defined in Eq. 1.7. Note the similarity
with Eq. 1.6. The quantity on the left is tp(K) = ln(P(K C S)) and can be estimated from
realizations:




for convex, compact structuring elements K and observation window W. In the case of regular
geometric figures, the primary grain can be parameterized and the Minkowski functionals (and
their expected values) obtained. The RHS of Eq. 1.6 is then expressed in terms of distribution
parameters and Minkowski functionals of the structuring element K. By suitable choices of K
and scalings olK (lines and disks, typically), one can obtain random functions on the left to be
fitted with parameterized functions on the right. The parameters providing the best fit serve as
estimates of the Boolean process parameters. Cressie and Laslett [8] use a least-squares fitting
approach along with scalings of disks to estimate a Boolean model with randomly oriented
quadrangle primary grain. Such techniques depend on the grain having tractable Minkowski
functionals and expectations. As in the other cases, the statistical properties of the estimates
are determined through computer simulations.
1.2 Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains results specific to the basic ID model,
where line segments emanate to the right from points determined by outcomes of a Bernoulli
process. The first part reviews the fundamental events pertaining to the Boolean model on the
line. A more detailed exposition is found in Dougherty and Handley [12], which establishes the
foundation upon which this entire thesis rests. Next we look at how these fundamental events
are used to domaximum-likelihood estimation for themarking probability and
parameters of the
segment length distribution. The likelihood function can reformulated in terms of runlengths
instead of Boolean model events. It is first shown that the distributions of black and white
runlengths can be expressed in terms of the segment length distribution of the Boolean model
and vice versa. The sequence ofblack andwhite runlengths are shown to be independent random
variables. These two results establish explicitly the equivalence between ID germ-grain models
and their Boolean models. From runlength distributions, we can express the likelihood function
of a Boolean model observation as a function of the segment length distribution parameters,
average white runlength and histogram of the black runlengths in the sample. An optimal filter
for the union of two Boolean models (one signal, one noise) given a windowed observation of
the union process is expressed as the conditional expectation of the signal at a point given the
length and position of the black union runlength within the window. Such a filter is well-known
to be optimal in theminimum mean-absolute-error sense. To derive such a result requires that
the fundamental events be generalized to account for all the events where the noise covers a
point but the signal does not.
Chapter 3 covers the problem of inducement of ID models on lines intersecting 2D models.
Estimation using linear samples is explored for several synthetic models as well as an application
involving toner particles.
In Chapter 4, we extend the notion of linear samples tomulti-dimensional or cross-windowed
samples. These statistics provide better estimators than the linear samples as our examples
show. We also apply the sampling procedure to the Boolean random function model and we
supply simulations to explore its performance.
Chapter 5 returns to the ID Boolean model and applies recursive event decomposition to
analyzing the discrete infinite-server queue. Many densities of interest in queueing theory are
given as recursive expressions. Numerical examples follow each derivation.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we generalize many of the results of Chapter 2 and [12] to the case
where line segments can emanate in either direction.
Chapter 2
Analysis of the ID Boolean model
In one dimension, shapes are line segments having random lengths. For the purposes of model
ing, one must choose the position of the
''center"
of a segment length. Here, we choose the left
end-point so that the segments are said to emanate to the right on the line. The grain process
S has integer-interval outcomes [0, k 1] of length k, where k is a random variable taking
positive values. Ifp denotes the marking probability and C(k), k = 1, 2, . . . the segment length
distribution, then the probability of a line segment of length less than or equal to k emanating
from a point is q + pC(k), q = 1 p. This probability captures both the probability that a
segment does not appear and the probability that if it does appear, its length is no longer than
k. Alternatively, in the ID case, the Boolean model is fully described by a sequence of i.i.d.
random variables representing segment lengths with distribution
F(k) = q + pC(k), k = 0, 1, . . . (2.1)
(where C(0) = 0). At each point i on the line, Xi = 0 if the point is not marked. If A", = k > 0,
then the line segment [0, A; 1] is placed there so that the outcome is [i,k+ i l\. This way, the
marking probability p
= 1 F(0) is folded into the segment length distribution providing more
elegant expressions. Points on the line will be either covered or left uncovered by the process.
An observation consists of alternating sequences of covered and not-covered points.
A Boolean model is a random set consisting of two independent processes: a point process
and a shape process. In the one-dimensional discrete case, the point process is a Bernoulli
10
process where points on the discrete fine are marked with probability p. The shape process is
a line segment of random length starting at the origin.
The point process is also called the germ process and outcome are called germs. The shape
process is called the grain process whose outcomes are called grains. An outcome of a Boolean
model is a collection of sets. If {; i E 1} are the points marked by the Bernoulli process and
{[0,Xj l];i G /} are the random-length line segments, then the outcome is the collection of
intervals {[fi,Xj + & l];i G /}. Corresponding to the Boolean model is a germ-grain model
(germs are marked points and grains are sets). The germ-grain model is formed by taking the
union of the sets output from the Boolean model: Uig/[j,:rj + & 1]. Thus the outcome of a
Boolean model is a collection of sets while the outcome of its germ-grain model is a set. The
indicator function of the germ-grain model is a binary random process that is observed.
Since a segment at the origin is completely determined by its length, the shape process
can be identified with a random variable taking positive values. Moreover, whether a segment
appears at a point or not is governed by a binary random variable. The segment length random
variable and the germ random variables can be combined form a single sequence of i.i.d. random
variables to describe the entire process: a one dimensional discrete Boolean model is identified
with a sequence of independent identically distributed discrete random variables A", > 0 where
the event (Xi = 0) means that the point i is not marked and the event (Xi = k) where k > 0
means that the set [i, i+k 1] is a member of the outcome of the Boolean model, i.e. , the point
i is marked and the line segment [0, A: 1] is moved to i. Let F denote the distribution of Xi
so that the entire Boolean model is specified by F. In particular, the marking probability is p
= 1-F(0).
The outcome (Xi = k) is said to cover a point j if k > 0 and i < j < k. A point i is covered
if some outcome among {(Xj = hf) : j <i} covers i. It is often convenient to speak of point i
covering point j by which we mean the outcome of a random variable at i covering j. Figure
2-1 depicts point 1 covering itself, and points 4 and 5 covering 7.
A Boolean model will be denoted by X and its corresponding binary random process by Yx
if we need to specify which Boolean model or simply by Y if its corresponding Boolean model
is clear from the context. The event (Y(i) = 1) corresponds to the event that i is covered.
Indeed, what is observed is a sequence of points that are either covered or not covered. The
11
xi x. xA
Figure 2-1: Example covering.
binary random variable Y(i) is a function of {. . . ,Xi-i,X{} and certainly the Y(i)'s are highly
dependent as a single segment length can cover many points. In Fig. 2-1 the segment length
random variable outcomes are {X\ = 1, X2 = 0, A3 = 0, X4 = 5, X5 = 4, Xq = 0, X7 = 0,
Xg = 0) while the corresponding binary random process outcome is (1,0,0, 1,1, 1,1,1). The
length of a contiguous sequence of points where the binary random process is 0 is called a white
runlength while the length a contiguous sequence of l's is called a black runlength.
We will show that for the one-dimensional discrete case, the Boolean model and Y are
equivalent in the sense that F completely determines Y and from the joint density of Y we can
compute F. Moreover, the density of Y is expressible in terms of the densities of the lengths
of contiguous sequences of covered and uncovered points (black and white runlengths, respec
tively). This allows us to do what we call runlength analysis of Boolean models. Indeed, Y
is an alternating sequence {. . . ,u)j, (3j,Vj+ii 0j+i, . . .} of discrete positive independent random
variables where Uj corresponds to white runlengths
and (3j to black runlengths. Expressing the
joint density of a windowed observation of Y in terms of F is the major result of Dougherty
[12] but now we go further and describe the entire process in terms of F. The converse means
that even though the segments ofX overlap and obscure each other causing many events of X
to yield the same event of Y, the length distribution F is fully determined by the runlength
densities ofY .
First we will review several fundamental events ofX and their probabilities. We then show
how these are related to the indicator function Y and establish that X and Y are equivalent.




Consider an interval of points 1 torn. Events will be discussed for this particular interval
simply to make notation convenient. Owing to stationarity of the Boolean model (the random
variables Xi are i.i.d.), probabilities of these events depend on the length of the interval but not
on the position. Events will be denoted by reference to particular points. In [12], the events
were denoted by the length of the interval on which they occurred rather than the particular
interval. We need to adopt a more explicit notation here in order to compute the optimal
filter. If the event notation here were altered to reflect only the interval length, all notation
would reduce to that found in [12]. Often the events will appear in recursive expressions, so we
establish the following conventions. Let A(i,j) denote some unspecified event on the interval
[i,j]. If i = j, denote the event by A(i) and if j < i, denote the event by A(0). Note that A(0)
may not represent any actual event, but often serves as a place holder to start a recursion.
Let E'(l,m) be the event that point m is white, i.e., none ofX\, . . . , Xm cover m. (E (i) is
the event that i does not cover itself, namely (Xi = 0) and for technical reasons to be apparent
later we define E (0) as the entire event space). This event is easily seen to be decomposed into
independent events:
E'(l,m) = (Ii<m-l)nE'(2,m). (2.2)




Let E(l,m) be the event that segments emanating from points in the interval cover the
interval and no segment extends beyond. That is, (X\,... ,Xm) is exactly self-covering. Note
that, since the segment length random variables are independent at each point, E(l,m) does
not depend on points to the left of 1 nor on points beyond m. The 13 ways that E(l, 2, 3) can
13



























The following proposition shows how an E-even
(2.4)
can be recursively decomposed into inde
pendent, disjoint events enabling its probability to be computed.
Proposition 1 E(l,m) has decomposition
m k
E(l,m) = 1J U KX- = fc)nE'(2,i)nE(j + l,m)]
k=lj=l
(2.5)
where the union is disjoint and has probability
i-i
F(E(l,m)) = (F(m) - F(j - 1)) J]^
-
l)P(E(j + l,m)) (2.6)
t=i
urtere P(E(0))
= 1 and P(E(i)) = F(l)
- F(0).
Proof. This proof is substantially different from the one in [12] and is more consistent with
the event structure used in this work. In this proof we make explicit how to decompose any
E-event.
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Let u) G RHS of Eq. 2.5. Then X\ = k for some 1 < k < m, i.e. X\ covers [1,/c] and
[k + 1,m] is covered by E(j + 1,m), j < /-. Therefore, a; G E(l,m).
Conversely, let u; G E(l,m). ThenX\ = k for some 1 < k < m since 1 must cover itself but
cannot extend beyond to by definition. Let
j = max {1,max{Z : [2, 1] does not cover I and I < m}} (2.7)
It must be that j < fc else j is uncovered in [1,m] and u E(l,m). We distinguish two cases.
First, ifj = 1, then no point in the interval beyond 1 is uncovered. That is, u> E E(2,m). In this
case u) G E'(2, 1)
=
E'(0)
= the entire event space. Therefore, u E (Xx = k) fl E'(0) n E(2,m),
as required. If j > 1, then j is not covered by any points in [2, j] so that to E (2, j) by
definition. Now a* G Efj
4- 1,m) for if there is some point I not covered by [j + 1, /] then one of
two contradictions will be reached. If I < k, then I is not covered by [2, /] since j is not covered
by [2, j]. But this implies that j was not the largest index in Eq. 2.7. If / > fc, then I is not
covered byT nor by [2TZ], hence it is not covered at all in the interval. Therefore,
uE(X1 = k)n E'(2,j) n E(j + 1,m) (2.8)
for some j in [1, fc]. As was shown, it must be that j < k < m. When j = k = m the first point
covers the entire interval but [2, j] does not cover m. In this case,
u> g (X1 = to) nE(2,m) n E(m + 1,m) = (Xi = m) D E'(2,m) n E(0). (2.9)
which motivates the definition of E(0) as the entire event space and P(E(0)) = 1.
As for disjointedness, consider
S = (Xi = fc) nE,(2,j) n
Efj"
+ l,m) n (Xx = k') nE'(2,/) n E(f + 1,m). (2.10)
It must be that k = if, else E = 0. Without loss of generality, let j <
j'
and suppose there
exists lo E S- Now f is covered in the event co since it is an element of E(j + 1,m) but since
u is also an element of E'(2,j'), f is not covered in to. Therefore, ^ 0 if and only if k = k!
and j = f, i.e., the union in Eq. 2.5 is disjoint.
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The events (Xi = fc), E'(2,.7'), and E(j+l,m) are all independent since they are outcomes of
disjoint collections of independent random variables {X\}, {X2,. ,Xj}, and {Xj+\,.. . ,Xm},
respectively (except in the case where the E'-event or E-event is the entire space in which case
the disjoint collections are {Xi} and {X2,. . . ,Xm}, respectively).
The probability expression in Eq. 2.6 follows by disjointedness, independence and Eq. 2.3:
F(E(1,m)) = EfcLi E?=i P [(Xi = fc) n E'(2, j) n E(j + 1,m)] , by disjointedness
= EtLi E*=i P&i = k)P(E'(2,j))P(E(j + l,m)), by independence
=
E







l)P(E(j + Lm)), using Eq. 2.3.
How is a point i not covered? First, it cannot cover itself: Xi = 0. Second, any segment
emanating from points to the left must be too short to cover it. If we denote byW(z) the event







F(W(t)) = P(W(0)) = lim I] P(X-j < j) = lim J] F(j). (2.11)
In [12] it is shown that the limit exists for probability distributions with finite means defined
on nonnegative integers.
Related to E(l,m) are the events D(l,m) and G(l,m). The event D(l,m) is the event
that the m points cover themselves but the segment lengths emanating from within may extend
beyond the last point. For example, a samplemember ofD(l, 2, 3) is (Xi = 5)n(A"2 = 3)n(A~3 =
0). Note that D(l,m) depends only on outcomes of the random variables X\,... ,Xm. It is





F(m) + YsiFim) ~ F(j - 1)) J] F(i
-




= 1 and P(D(i)) = 1 - F(0) since D(i) = (Xi > 0). Equation 2.12 has a
simpler form as seem by the following manipulation. Let dk = P(D(1 + i, k + i)).
dm = 1 - F(m) + TT=i (F(m) - F(j - 1))UU F(i
-
l)dm_j










Vdm-j = E^i P(E'(2,j))P(D(j + 1, to)), by definition
= P{U2E'(2,i)nD(i + l,m) UD(2,m)}
= P(all events on [2,m])
= 1
since any event on [2, to] is either in D (2, to) or can be decomposed into
E'
(2,j) C\D(j + l,m)




PCD(l,TO)) = l-^F(j-l))I]^-l)^(D(j + l,m)) (2.13)
J=l i=l
The import of this representation is that P(D(1,m)) depends on F(0), . . . , F(m 1) and F(0) ,
. . .
,
F(m 1) can be computed from d\, . . . , dm.
G(l, to) is the event that the to points in the interval [1, m] are covered by segments ema
nating from pointswithin and to the left of the m points, but not extending beyond the interval.
That is, G(l,m) C f\<m(Xi < m i+ 1) and every point in [1, m] is covered by some random
variable in the coimtably infinite collection {. . - ,X_i, A"o,X\, ... ,Xm}. Provided that F is not
"heavy-tailed"
(see [12] for definition and discussion) the event G(l,m) has probability
P(G(l,m+ 1)) = P(G(2,to + 1))
- P(W(l))P(E(2,m + 1)) (2.14)
where the recursion is initiated by P(G(0)) = P(W(z))/F(0).
Let H(1,to) denote the event that [l,m] is covered, whether by internally or externally
emanating segments. This event contains events D(l,m) and G(l,m) as well as events where
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segments extend from points to the left of the interval to cover points to the right of the interval.
For example, (A"o = to + 1) C H(l,m). It is shown in [12] that
P(H(1,m + l)) = P(H(1, to))
-
P(D(1,m))P(W(0)) (2.15)
where P(H(1)) = 1 -P(W(0)). The event H(l,m) is called total coverage of the interval [l,m]
[52].
2.2 Maximum-likelihood estimation
We first consider the estimation problem when the segment length distribution is parameretized.
Given windowed observations C = c, we would like to estimate the underlying parameters of
the Boolean process. In particular, we would like to estimate the intensity p and the parameter
0 of the segment density (0 may be a vector) by finding the values that maximize the likelihood
function; in our case, it is the density P(C) from Theorem 1 of [12] evaluated at the observation
c (see Theorem 40 in the Appendix). In keeping with the usual notation for the likelihood
function, we will henceforth denote the window density as P(C;p,9) to emphasize that the
density is a function of several variables when the parameters are unknown. The maximum
likelihood estimator is
(p,9) = argmaxP(c;p,0) (2.16)
The general properties of the maximum-likelihood estimator (mle) are unknown in this case due
to the complexity and recursive nature of P(C). We are particularly interested in unbiasedness
and the variance of the estimator. The properties cannot be determined analytically and must
be elicited through simulations and numerical evaluations. Given an observation and parameter
values, the likelihood function is evaluated by simply implementing the recursive formulas in
Theorem 40 in the Appendix.
For demonstration purposes, we use two models for the segment lengths. The first model
assumes the segment lengths up to some maximum length 0 are equally likely. We refer to
this as the uniform model. The second model assumes that the segment lengths obey a shifted
18



















Table 2.1: Statistics for 0; 1000 trials; 0 = 2
Poisson density; that is,
P(H = h)= e-9h-1/(h - 1)!, h=l,... (2.17)
The mean length in this case is 0 -1- 1. This case will be referred to as simply the Poisson
model, keeping in mind that the expected segment length is one more than the parameter
value. Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show likelihood functions for the uniform and Poisson models of
the observation (1,5,1), respectively. Both show the trade-off between p and 9 in trying to
"explain"
a single black run-length. The outcome could be the result of a sequence of highly
probable short segments or the result of rarer but longer segments.
A more realistic example is given in Figures 2-4 and 2-5. Here, with a window size of 32
observing (0,4,2,2,2,6,9,7,0) from the Poisson model with 0 = 2 and p = 0.3, the likelihood
functions show more definitive peaks. In both cases, maximum-likelihood estimation yields
similar estimates from a single observation, E(H) = 3.5 and p = 0.21 in the uniform case and
E(H) = 3.4 and p = 0.23 in the Poisson case.
How does the window size affect the estimation? From a practical statistical point of
view, the window must be large enough to capture several black to white and white to black
transitions: all white (Z/m,oo) or all black (Hm) observations carry little information. Indeed, it
can be easily seen from the expression for (Lm,oo) in the Appendix and 2.15 that p = 0 maximizes
P(Lm,oo) to 1 and p = 1 maximizes P(Hm) to 1, regardless of the length distribution, {Ck}.
Estimation results for various window sizes are shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 for a process with
segment lengths using the Poisson model. As the window size increases, the variances decrease
and the averages approach the true value. In Table 2.1 the coefficient of variation for 9 with
a window size of 8 is smaller than the variance for a window size of 16. This is because when
the window size is small, there is a greater likelihood of observing all black or all white pixels
within the window. In these cases, there is little information about 9. The MLE yields p = 0
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Figure 2-2: Likelihood function for observation (1,5,1) for a uniform segment length density.
p
= 0.19, 0 = 5. Max prob. = 0.016
or 1, respectively, and the value of 0 is irrelevant.
To gain further insight into the behavior of the MLE, we look at the statistics of an example




one expects the estimates to be biased or have high variance because
there will be fewer black and white runs observed. The outcomes were generated according
to a Poisson model with 0 = 2. A window size of 32 was used again to observe the process.
Figures 2-6 and 2-7 show sample realizations as the parameters vary. In Fig. 2-6, the parameter
0 varies from 0 to 4.0 while p remains fixed at 0.3 and in Fig. 2-7, the parameter p varies from
0.1 to0.9 from left to right while 0 remains fixed at 2.
20
Figure 2-3: Likelihood function assuming the segment lengths are Poisson distributed, p = 0.69,
0 = 0.12. Max prob = 0.015.
For values of p
= 0.1 through p
= 0.9, MLE 9 and p where obtained from 100 observations
of the Poisson model using a window size of 32. The results are summarized in Tables 2.3 and
2.4. Alternatively, when p remains fixed at 0.3 and the value of 0 varies, the statistics of the
estimates are summarized in Tables 2.5 and 2.6.
In all cases it is clear that if the observations are either too white or too black due either to
a small window or extreme parameter values in the process, the maximum-likelihood estimates
will have high variances or bias.
The previous analysis required that the segment length distribution be parameterized in
order to be estimated. As we shall see in the next section, parameterization is not necessary
21



















Table 2.2: Statistics for p; 1000 trials; p = 0.3































Table 2.3: Statistics for 0 as p varies; 0 = 2.































Table 2.4: Statistics for p as p varies; 9 = 2.































Table 2.5: Statistics for 0 as 0 varies; p = 0.3.































Table 2.6: Statistics for p as 0 varies; p = 0.3.
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Figure 2-4: Likelihood function for observation (0,4,2,2,2,6,9,7,0) for a uniform segment
length density, p
= 0.21, 0 = 6
since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the segment length distribution of the ID
Boolean model and the runlength distributions of its germ-grain model.
2.3 Runlength analysis
To describe the event of a black run having length m, we must condition the black runlength
event on the event that a runlength actually occurs. For (Xq, . . . , Xm+1) to produce a black
runlength of length to, it must commence with a W(0) event followed by an E(l,m) event
and tenninated by a (ATm+i = 0) event. Remember that the occurrence of a black runlength
23
Figure 2-5: Likelihood function for observation (0,4,2,2,2,6,9,7,0) assuming the segment
lengths are Poisson distributed, p
= 0.23, 0 = 2.4.
depends on all events to the left (provided the segment length distribution has infinite support),
but the length of the black runlength, once it occurs, is independent of all events to the left of
the runlength. A black runlength starting at 1 is precipitated by a white to black transition,
i.e. a point not covered point followed by a covered point, which is the intersection of two
independent events: W(0) DD(l). These two events are independent because W(0) depends
on {Xj}j<o and D(l) depends only on {Xi}, two independent collections of random variables.
The probability of such an event is P(W(0))P(D(1)). The event ofm black points preceded by
a white point and followed by a white point isW(0)nE(l,m)nW(m+ l). However, the latter
two events are not independent as E(l,m) depends on {A"i, . . . ,Xm} and W(m + 1) depends
24
Figure 2-6: Sample realizations for p
= 0.3 and 9 = 0.0, 0.5, ..., 4.0.
Figure 2-7: Sample realizations for 0 = 2 and p = 0.1, ..., 0.9.
on {Xi}i<m+i which contains {Xi,...,Xm}. The probability of the event can be computed
conditionally:
P(W(0)nE(l,m)nW(m+ l)) = P(W(0))P(W(TO + l)|W(0)nE(l,m))P(E(l,m)). (2.18)
The middle quantity is the probability that a white point follows an E(l,m)-event. Since no
segment length extends beyond to, this must be the probability of no segment length appearing
at m + 1, namely P(0). We can now write down the probability that a runlength has length
m. Let K denote the random variable of lengths of black runs. Owing to independence and the
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fact that E(l,m) C D(l), we have for m = 1, 2, . . . ,
P(K = to)
= P(W(0) nE(l,m) nW(m+ 1)| W(0) DD(1))
= P(w(0) nE(i,m) nw(m+ 1) n d(i))/p(w(o) n d(i))
= P(W(0))P(E(l,m))P(W(m+l)|E(l,m))/[P(W(0))(l -F(0))]
= P(E(l,m))F(0)/(l-F(0))
Note that P(K = to) is just P(E(l,m)) scaled by F(0)/(1
-
F(0)) and so Eq. (2.6) holds for
P(K = to) with the recursion initiated by P(K = 0) = F(0)/(1
- F(0)).
The event that awhite runlength has lengthm is the event that a sequence of m white points
is preceded by a black point and succeeded by a black point given that a
black-to-white transition
has occurred. On the interval [0,m + 1] the conditioning event is G(0) DW(l). These events
are not independent as G(0) depends on the random variables {Xi}i<o and W(l) depends
the collection {X,-},<i. However, the probability can be computed conditionally: P(G(0) fl
W(l)) = P(G(0))P(W(1)|G(0)). The latter probability is the probability, given the point
0 is covered and no segment extends beyond 0, that 1 is white. Since 0 is covered, the only
way for 1 not to be covered is for no segment to emanate from 1 and this has probability
F(0). The event that the points [l,m] are white preceded and followed by black points is
G(0) flW(l) n . .. nW(m) n D(m + 1). The last event is independent from the others but
the rest all depend on {Xi}i<o. Once again we compute the probabilities using a conditioning
argument. The occurrence of a white point at i causes all coverage events at i + 1 and beyond
to be independent of events at i and before since if is white, no segment at i or before can
reach i + 1 or beyond. Now,
P(W(i + i)|W(i) n . . . nw(*)) = P(w( + i)|W()) (2.20)
is the probability that a point is white given that the point before it is white, which is simply
F(0). Armed with the above, we compute the density of V, the random variable of the length
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ofwhite runs. For to = 1, 2, ... ,
p(v = m)




-P(W(i + l)|W(i))P(D(m + 1))/ [P(G(0))P(W(1)|G(0))] (2.21)
= P(G(0))F(0)m(l - F(0))/P(G(0))F(0)
= (l-F(0))F(0)m-1.
Thus V has a geometric density with 1 F(0) as probability of
"success."
The lengths of adjacent black and white runlengths are independent. First consider a black
runlength of length to followed by a white runlength of length n. As before, an initial black
runlength starting at 1 is initiated by a white to black transition: W(0) PlD(l). On the interval
[0, 1, . . . ,m 4-n 4- 1], the event of an initial white point, followed by m black points, followed by
n white points terminatingwith a black point isW(0)DE(1, to) nf]"=m+iW(t)nD(m+n+ l).
The last event in the intersection is independent of the others but the rest are dependent. Using
a conditioning argument as before,
P(K = myV = n) =P(W(o)nE(i,TO)nnr=r+iw(OnD(TO + n + i)|W(o)nD(i))
= P(C&iW(i)|W(0) n E(l,m))P(W(0) n E(l,m))
xP(D(m+ n + 1))/ [P(W(0))P(D(1))]
= p(E(i,
m))p(n-r+i1
w(* + !)lw( + 1) nW(0) n E(l, to))
xP(W(m + 1)|W(0) n E(l, to))




= P(E(1, to)) [F(0)/(1
-
F(0))] F(0)"l"1(l - F(0))
= P(K = m)P(V = n).
(2.22)
Now consider a white runlength of length to followed by a black runlength of length n. On the
interval [0, to -f- n -f- 1], a white runlength commences with a black to white transition and the
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black runlength ends with a white point.
P(V =m,K = n)
= P(G(0) n
fl
iW() n E(m + 1 ,m + n) nW(ro + n + 1)|G(0) DW(l))
= P(G(0))P(W(1)|G(0)) UZY P(W(t + l)|W(i))P(E(m + 1,m + n)|W(m))
xP(W(m+ n + l)|E(m + 1,m + n))/ [P(G(0))P(W(1)|G(0))]
= F(0)mP(E(m+l,m+ n))
= P(V = m)P(K = n).
By induction, one can show P(Ki = mi,V = n,K2 = TO2) = P(.Ki = mi)P(F = n)P(K2 =
m.2), P(Vi = ni,/ir = m,V2 = TI2) = P(Vi = n{)P(K = m)P(V2 = ",2), and so on. Any finite
sequence of lengths of black and white runs are independent for the Boolean model.
Equations 2.6, 2.19 and 2.21 show how the black andwhite runlength distributions are deter
mined by the segment length distribution of the Boolean model. Combining these expressions,
the segment length distribution can be expressed in terms of the runlength distributions:








where F(0) = 1 P(V = 1). The one-dimensional discrete Boolean model is completely
described by the runlength distributions. In other words, the Boolean model is equivalent
to a random process of alternating independent black and white runlengths where the white
runlengths have a geometric distribution. Here, the Boolean model is completely observable.
This allows one to estimate the marking probability and segment length distributions from
the runlengths. Runlength observations can be used for maximum-likelihood estimation of the
parameters of a discrete Boolean model (Chapter 3 and [24]).
2.4 Optimal filter
Ourmain interest in this chapter is the role of the Booleanmodel relative to design of the optimal
nonlinear filter in the signal-union-noise (signal-union-clutter) model. To form the model, we
assume the existence of two random closed sets S and A/", the first being the primary signal grain
and the second being the primary noise (clutter) grain. The signal and noise images are defined
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by S = UiSi + Xi and N = UjNj + *,-, respectively, where Si is identically distributed with 5,
Nj is identically distributed withM, and Xi and yj are random points. The observed image is
SUN. To filter the noise and restore the signal, we desire a translation-invariant filter $
such
that 17(SUN) provides a best estimate of S. Specifically, we desire
\I> to minimize the expected
value of the symmetric difference \I>(S UN)AS at an arbitrary point, where [*(5 U N)AS] (2)
defines a binary-valued random function at each point z. Owing to stationarity, translation
invariance imposes no constraint on optimization; however, selection of \P is typically restricted
to some family of filters and constraints are placed upon randomness in the signal and noise
processes. Analytic formulation of the optimization problem has been addressed successfully
for r-openings and granulometric bandpass filters when grains are assumed to be either disjoint
or their intersections are constrained according to some statistical model [10], [11], [13], [28].
Ifwe now consider the discrete Boolean model, the point process is a Bernoulli process and
the primary grain is a discrete random set [20]. If we again require the optimal filter to be
translation invariant, but now restrict it only to be windowed with window W, then at each
point 2, ty(S UN)(z) depends only on the points in the translated window W + z. Assuming
W finite, ^(SUN)(z) = \P(fi,2, --- ,m), where i,2,-- - ,m are the random binary variables
defining SUN at the pixels in W+ z and *f> is interpreted as a window function. Filter error is
given by E[\S(z) *(i,2, ---,Cm)|] and is minimized by letting \17 be the binary conditional
expectation:
*(&,&, ,)={
1 ifP(S(2) = 016,6,...,^) < 1/2
fnn^
(2.24)
0 ifP(S(z) = 0|i,6,...,m)>l/2
Hence, the optimal filter is defined by a look-up table: observe the binary values 1 ,2 , ,m in
the translated window and define ty(Sl)N)(z) = *(fi,2,---,m) according to the inequality
P(S"(.z) = 0|i,f2,---,m) < 1/2- The filter $ possesses minimum error over all possible
windowed operators. ^ is usually called the optimal nonincreasing filter because there is no
constraint requiring ^ to be increasing (however, $ can be increasing ifminimum error happens
to result from an increasing filter). Optimal nonincreasing translation-invariant filters have
been employed in binary digital image processing, in particular, to digital document processing
and in the context of the random Boolean model (among others) [14], [15], [34]; however,
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design has been realization-based, meaning that image-noise models have
been employed to
simulate realizations and optimal (suboptimal) filters have been estimated via the realizations.
Our intent here is very different. We shall theoretically derive the optimal filter for the
one-
dimensional discrete Boolean model when the primary grain is directional. This means that
P(S(z) = 0|i,f2,---,m) must be expressed analytically. To do so we shall extend some
fundamental results derived in [12] for maximum-likelihood estimation in the one-dimensional
discreteBoolean model. Whereas it has proven difficult to obtain very general results in the
two-
dimensional Euclidean model for either statistical estimation or optimal filtering, the recursive
approach introduced in [12] for the one-dimensional discrete model has proven useful for both
one- and two-dimensional process estimation [12] and now for analytic derivation of the optimal
clutter filter in one dimension.
Before deriving the optimal windowed filter, we first discuss the union of Boolean models.
If X denotes a binary discrete Boolean model with segment length distribution F, let {X '; i =
1, ...,JV} denote a set of independent processes with segment length distributions {Fl;i =
1, . ..,JV}. The union of Boolean models is obtained by defining the union at each point.
Consider without loss of generality the point 0. Let Xq = ki, i = 1,...,N. The segment
length of random variable Xq of the union is defined by taking the union of segment lengths
emanating from 0 so that Xq = maxjfcj. In particular, (A^o < k)
=
D^1(ATq < k). Since
the union is formed point by point and each process is independent point by point, the union
of processes
\jf=1Xx
is again a Boolean model with segment length distribution TlLi Fi. Of
particular interest is the case where a Boolean model S (signal) is combined with another
Boolean process AT (noise) and the task is to estimate the signal process given the observed
process. This is the signal-union-noise (signal-union-clutter) model.
Let the signal and noise Booleanmodels be denoted by S andAf, respectively. The processes
are sequences of independent random variables S = {Si, i = . . . , 1,0, 1, . . .} and Af = [Ni, i =
...,-1,0,1,...} representing segment lengths. An observation of the union process S U Af
consists of a sequence of white and black points forming white and black runlengths. We have
seen that the observable binary random process Yx completely describes the Boolean model
X. While the optimal filter for the Boolean model must be implemented on the binary random
process, all conditional probabilities must be computed via the Boolean models.
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The optimal filter is defined according to Eq. 2.24, where i,2, - ,m are the windowed
observations of the germ-grain model. Application of 9 at every point yields the process
Z = ^(Yx)- Consider estimation at the point fc and, to keep notation consistent with Eq. 2.24,
let the translated window occupy the interval [l,m], so that 1 < k < m. If _k = Yx(k)
= 0,
since the degradation results from union noise, P(S(k) = 0|i,2, ,m) = 1, so that Z(k)
= 0.
Hence, we need only consider observations for which fc is covered (k = 1) by the union process.
Given fc is covered, let (3 be the black runlength covering fc. There are four possibilities: (i)
neither endpoint of the observation window is covered by f3, (ii) the left endpoint is not covered
by /3 but the right one is, (iii) the right endpoint is not covered by (3 but the left one is, (iv)
both endpoints are covered by f3. Each of these four cases must be treated separately; however,
they share a key point in common, namely, that we need only consider the black runlength (3
and no other black runlengths in the observation interval. To see this, for case (i), partition the
observation vector as (7,0;, (3,u ,7 ), where u: and 10 are white pixels on either side of /? and 7
and 7 are the remaining observations (possibly null) filling out the window. Then
P(& = Ol7,,0,w\V) =P(& = 0,7,w,/?,w',7')/P(7,w,/W,7')
= P(Zk = G,f3,J\u)/P(f3,J\u)
= P(^k = 0,co,p,co')/P(uj,P,J)
= P(&-= OK /?,/)
Hence, the desired conditional probability depends only fc not being covered by the signal, f3,
and the fact that the pixels on either side of (3 are not covered by the union process. Note also
that the interval covered by /? is self-covering. Similar arguments apply to the other cases: for
(ii), Pfo = O|7,tv,0) = P(& = OK/3); for (iii), P(& = 0|/?,o/,7') = P(& = 0|/?,u/); for (iv),
no reduction is necessary to obtain P(k = 0|/3). To compute these conditional probabilities,
we generalize the fundamental events to the situation where the union process covers a point
but the signal process does not. Case (i) is the most important and, assuming for notational
simplicity that the covering black runlength (3 is defined on the interval [l,m], the conditional
probability will involve the fundamental event E(l,m).
Recall that X = SL)Af is a sequence {...,X-i,Xq,Xi,...} of independent identically
distributed random variables representing segment lengths with Xi = max{Si,Ni}. Events
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related to one of the constituent processes will be distinguished by a subscript denoting the
segment length process (e.g., see Eq. (2.27) below). Otherwise, an event concerns the union
process. Define an event X,- {I, k), I = 0, 1, . . ., by
Xi (I, k)
= (Xi = l)n(Si<k- i), (2.26)
namely, that the segment emanating from i in the union process has length / but the signal
component does not cover fc. If I < k i, then (Xi = I) C (Si < fc i) and thus Xj (/, fc) =
(Xi = I). As before, we will focus on an interval of m points labeled [1, to].
Definition 2 Let E'(l,m;fc) be the event that none of the random variables Xi, i = 1, . . . ,m
covers the last point m and Si, i = 1, . . . , fc do not cover fc. That is,
E'(l, to; fc)
=
E'(l, to) n E^(l, fc). (2.27)
In particular, let E'(1,to; fc) = E'(l,m) if k > m or fc < 1.
Proposition 3 The event E(l,*n; fc) has probability
P(E'(1, to; fc)) =
fl
i





for fc = 1,...,to and where Fn and Fs are the segment length distributions of the noise and
signal processes, respectively.
Proof. For fc = 1, . . . , to, the event E'(l, to; fc) is composed of three independent events:
E'(l, to; fc) = E^l, to) n Ejy (1, fc) n E^(fc + 1,m) (2.29)
where the events denoted with subscripts N and S are with respect to the noise and signal
processes, respectively. Taking the probability of both sides of Eq. (2.29) along with Eq. (2.3)
gives the result.
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Figure 2-8: E(l,m;fc)








Proposition 5 The event E(l,m; fc) can be expressed as the following disjoint union:
m I
E(l,m;fc) = U |J [(X1(Z,fc)nE'(2,j;fc)nE(; + l,TO;fc)]. (2.31)
Z=lj=l
Proof. This proposition is essentially Proposition 1 for the union process with the added
constraint that point fc cannot be covered by the signal process. Each of the terms in the RHS
of Eq. (2.31) is specifically constructed to ensure this. The proof uses the following formulas
E(l,m;fc) =E(l,m)nE^(l,fc)
X!<Z,fc)
= (X1 = l)DE's(l,k)
E'(2,j;k) =E'(2,j)nE's(2,k)
E(j + 1, to; fc)
= E(j + 1, to) n E's(j + 1, fc).
and Proposition 1. We distinguish three cases: fc = l,2<fc<j, and j + 1 < fc < to. When
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fc = 1, the RHS of Eq. (2.31) becomes
U,U'=i [(X! = /) nE's(l, fc) n E'(2,j; fc) n E(j + 1,m; fc)]
= E(l,m) n E'5(l, fc) = E(l,m; fc)
When 2 < fc < jt the RHS of Eq. (2.31) becomes
U, \Jj=1 [(X, = Z) nE^(l, fc) n E'(2, j) n E's(2, fc) n E(j + 1,m; fc)]
= E(l, to) n E'5(l, fc) = E(l, m; fc)
since E^(l,fc) C Es(2,fc). Finally, if j + 1 < fc < to, the RHS of Eq. (2.31) becomes
U,UU [(*i = 0 n ESj(i, fc) n e'(2, j) n e's(2, fc) n E(j + i,m)nE's(j + i, fc)]




since E>y(l, fc) C E^(2, fc) C E's(j + 1, fc), j > 2.
Figure 2-8 shows a typical decomposition and positions of fc where the constituent events
ensure that fc is not covered.
Since X = S UAf is stationary, P(E(1, to; fc)) = P(E(1 + Z, to + /; fc + I)). In particular,
P(E(j + 1,to; fc)) = P(E(l,m
- j;k - j)).
Proposition 6 The event E(l,m;fc) has probability








x [FN(m)Fs(k - 1)
- FN(j - l)Fs(j
-
1)] P(E(1,m
- j; k - j))
for fc = l,...,m and m = 1, The initial conditions are P(E(1; 1)) = (1 Fjv(0))Fs(0),
P(E(1; 0)) = P(E(1)), and P(E(0; fc)) = 1 for k = 0, 1, . . ..
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Proof. By disjointedness and independence,
P(E(1, to; fc)) = P(IJ-
U'
=i PC, (I, fc) (1 E'(2, j; fc) n E(j + 1 , m; fc)]
= P(U?=iU; [X, <Z, fc) n E'(2, j; fc) n E(j + 1, to; fc)]










Fs(i - 1)P(E(1, to
- j; fc - j)) YT=j P(Xi (Z, fc))
The last term in the summand can be simplified:
YT=j P(x, (i, fc)) =Et/ P(Xi
= i) + YT=k P(Xi (z, fc))





1) +fc P(JVi = /, 5i < fc
-
1)









- FN(k - 1)]







Combining Eqs. (2.37) and (2.38) yields Eq. (2.36).
Suppose that the observation window contains an incomplete runlength covering point fc.
If the left endpoint i of the runlength is to the left of fc and the right endpoint is beyond
the window, then we observe at D-type event in the union process: D(z,m) where m is the
right-most point in the window.
Definition 7 Let D(z,m;fc) be the event that [i, to] is self-covering (segments may extend
beyond the interval) but k is not covered by [i, fc] in the signal process:
D(t,m; fc) = E's(i, fc) n D(t, to). (2.39)
If k> to, then D(l, to; fc)
= D(l, to).
Proposition 8 For k = 1, . . . ,m the eventD(l, to; fc) can be expressed as the following disjoint
union:
m I
D(l, to; fc) = |J |J [(Xi (Z, fc) n E'(2, j; fc) nD(j + 1, to; fc)] . (2.40)
=u=i
Proof. The proof follows as in Propositions 1 and 5 except that the events are defined so that
the segments can extend beyond the interval.
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Since the random processX = S\JAf is stationary, P(D(1, to; fc)) = P(D(1+i, to-H; k+ i)).
In particular, P(D(j + 1,m; fc)) = P(D(1, to - j; fc - j)).
Proposition 9 The event D(l,m;fc) has probability
















for k = l,...,m and to = 1, and initial conditions are P(D(1; 1)) = P/v(D(l))Fs(0),
P(D(1; 0)) = P(D(1)), and P(D(0; fc)) = 1 for k = 0,1,....
Proof. The follows as in Proposition 6.
The next case to consider is when the covering runlength is incomplete but terminates at j
within the window to the right of fc.
Definition 10 Define G(l,j;fc), 1 < fc < to to be the event that the interval [l,j], j < m is
covered by points within or before it, but k is not covered by signal:
G(l,j;k)
=
W5(fc) n G(l, j)- (2.42)
Proposition 11 If the segment length distribution of the process is nonheavy, the eventG(l,j; fc)
has probability
oo
P(G(l,j;fc)) = P(W(0))P(E(-Z,j;fc)). (2.43)
1=0








where the union is disjoint and B_ooj is the event that the entire half-line (oo,j] is covered
by the union process and bounded by j. Under the nonheaviness assumption, P(B_oo ,) = 0.
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Using this decomposition and stationarity, the probability is computed as
P(G(l,j;fc)) =P(Ws(fc)nG(l,j))
= E~o P(w5(fc) nw(-z - 1) n E(-z, j))




Definition 12 Let H(l,m;fc) be the event that the interval [l,m] is covered by the union
process but k is not covered by the signal process: H(l,m; fc)
=
Ws(fc) n H(1,to).
Proposition 13 If the union process is nonheavy, the event H(1,to; fc) has probability
oo
P(H(1, to; fc)) = P(W(0))Y, P(D(-Z,m; fc)). (2.46)
/=o




1) nD(-Z,m)) UB^^ (2.47)
1=0
where the union is disjoint and B-o^oo is the event that the entire half-line (oo, to] is cov
ered by the union process in any matter whatsoever. Under the nonheaviness assumption,
P(B_oo,oo) = 0. Using this decomposition and stationarity, the probability is computed simi
larly to Proposition 11.
Theorem 14 If the signal-union-noise process is observed through the window [1, to] for restora
tion of the signal at k in the window, then the output process of the optimal nonlinear filter is
defined by
r
0, k is not covered by the union process
1, E-event and P(E(i,j; k))/P(E(i,j)) < 1/2
Z(k) = { 1, D-event and P(T)(i,m;k))/P(T)(i,m)) < 1/2 (2.48)
1, G-event and P(G(l,j; k))/P(G(l,j)) < 1/2
1, H-event and P(H(1, to; fc))/P(H(l, to)) < 1/2
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where the various events corresponding to the black runlength covering k are defined by
E-event: W(i - 1) DE(i,j) nW(j + 1), 1< i < k < j < to;
D-event: W(i - 1) nD(i, to), 1 < i < k < to;
(2.49)
G-event: G(\,j) DW(j + 1), 1 < fc < j < m;
H-event: H(1,to);
Proof. Recalling our previous comments about conditional expectation depending only on the
black runlength containing fc and (if they exist) the white pixels on either side of the runlength,
it remains to compute the conditional probability of W$(fc) given each one of the types of




The numerator of Eq. (2.50) can be written
p(ws(fc) nw(i
-












where q is the probability that no segment emanates from a point in the union process. The
denominator of Eq. (2.50) is similarly computed:
p(W(i - 1) nE(ij) nw(j + 1))
= P(W(i - 1) n E(i,j))
xP(W(j + l)|W(t
-




p(ws(k)\w(i - 1) n E(i,j) nw(j + 1)) = Pj^iij)) = P(E^' fc)lE^'J')) (2-53)
By stationarity, P(E(z',j;fc)) is solely a function of the length of the black run and a position
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relative to the beginning of the run. As for the second conditional probability,
which, by computations similar to Eqs. (2.50) and (2.52) is
P(W5(fc)|W(i - 1) nD(i,m)) =
Pff^*)}
(2-55)
The third conditional probability is computed using a conditioning argument
P(ws(k) nG(i,j) nw(j + 1)) = P(W(j + i)|ws(fc) nG(i, j))P(w5(fc) n G(i, j)) (2.56)
for the numerator and
P(G(1, j) nW(t + 1)) = P(W(j + l)\G(l,j))P(G(l,j)) (2.57)
for the denominator so that
P(W5(fc)|G(l,j) nWfj + 1)) = P^q(^- (2-58)
The last conditional probability is, by definition of P(H(1, to; fc)),
P(WsW|H(l.m)) =^|^. (2.59,
The probabilities P(E(i,j;k))/P(E(i,j)) are functions only of the length of the covering
black run and the pixel position relative to the start of the run. For a particular runlength,
probabilities can be computed for each position within the runlength and an output of 0 or 1
assigned that position according to whether the condition probability is greater than or less
than 1/2. In this way, a runlength is transformed from a string of one's (black points) to a
string of zero's and one's. The filter can be implemented as a table of runlengths. White points








Table 2.7: Optimal filter for Example 15.
As we saw in the runlength analysis section, all relevant probabilities (namely Fs and Fw)
can be obtained from the processes Ys and Yjj.
Example 15 Let the signal process, be given by Fs(0) = Fs(l) = Fs(2) = 0.97 and Fs(3) =
1.0; that is, at each point there is a 0.03 probability a segment of length 3 will be emitted
and a 0.97 probability no segment will appear. Let the noise process have a bimodal density:
FN(0) = 0.99, F;v(l) = Fjv(2) = FN(2>) = FN(4) = 0.995, and FN(5) = 1.0; that is, at each
point there is a 0.05 probability that a segment of length 1 will appear, a 0.05 probability a
segment of length 5 will appear and a 0.99 probability that no segment will appear. Because the
values Fs(0) and Fjv(0) are so small, the probability of overlap is small as well. Thus, one would
expect the optimal filter to remove runlengths less than three and greater than four. Indeed, this
is exactly the case. Table 2. 7 shows how the optimal filter operates on black runlengths fitting
completely within a 7-point observation window (an E-event). A complete filter must also
handle the other cases (D-, G- and H-events). These have been omitted to keep the example
straightforward.
Example 16 Let the signal and noise model be as in the previous example except that both
signal and noise have intensity 0.1. The optimal filter is given in Table 2.8. The filter puts
"holes"


















Our goal is to produce estimators for discrete Boolean models. We refer the reader to Chapter
5 ofHall [23] for a review of inference for the continuous Boolean model and to Ayala et al. [1] ,
[2], Cressie and Laslett [8], Schmitt [45], and Sidiropoulos et al. [50] for recent advances, but
a few comments are in order to establish the context of the work presented here. Estimation
for the Boolean model exploits a link between measurements of the germ-grain model and the
germ and grain processes. When the probability of an observation can be expressed in terms of
the parameters of the germ and grain process, it might be possible to do maximum likelihood
estimation. In the ID discrete case, the likelihood of a windowed observation can be computed
(see Dougherty and Handley [12] and Chapter 2). See Hall [23], page 102, for a discussion of the
ID continuous case where approximate methods must be used. In either 2D case, the situation
appears extremely difficult because of the myriad of ways shapes can overlap. Another tack is
to use the method ofmoments by estimating values from an observation, setting them equal to
their theoretical parametric counterparts and solving for the parameters. This method requires
at least as many equations as parameters, limiting the complexity of the grain process. This
may also involve the simultaneous solution of a set of nonlinear equations. See Dupac [18] and
Ayala et al. [1] for estimation of the mean and variance of radii of random-sized disks using
this method.
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Another estimation technique is to determine the parameter values yielding the best
least-
squares fit of measured values to their theoretical counterparts. For example, the covariance of
the pores (white areas) is the probability that two points z apart are white minus the square
of the vacancy. A consistent estimator exists for these probabilities and the estimates are a
function of the distance z. For a given grain process (say random-sized disks) , the theoretical
covariance of the pores can be computed in terms of the grain parameters and fitted to the
sample covariance to yield parameter estimates.
In our method, the observation is a linear sample of the discrete 2D germ-grain model.
Under certain restrictions for the 2D model, the linear sample is the outcome of a germ-grain
model for a ID Boolean model. An immediate consequence is that the vacancy (probability
that a point is not covered) of the 2D model is the same as the vacancy of the ID Boolean model
since a point is covered in the 2D model if and only if it is covered in the ID model (on the
line through the point). Moreover, the probability of the ID observation can be expressed in
terms of the parameters of the 2D model and we can compute maximum likelihood estimates.
Multiple linear samples in horizontal and vertical directions can be combined to provide a
powerful summary of the realization. It will also be shown how this technique is used when the
grains have no natural parameterization. Next, it is shown how a 2D model can induce a ID
model. To clarify the exposition and demonstrate the efficacy, several examples of models and
estimation are given.
3.1 Motivating example
The following example underscores the differences between the continuous and discrete Boolean
models and motivates discussion of inducement. Consider a discrete Boolean model with grains,














Figure 3-1: Realizations of model 1 (left) and model 2 (right).
where bold indicates the origin. We will refer to this as model 1. Consider another process
(model 2) with the same shapes except that the origin of S2 is shifted,
(3.2)
Figure 3-1 shows realizations of the germ-grain processes of both models side-by-side where
pQ
= P(sq) = 3/4, pi = P(si) = 1/8, and p2
= P(s2) = P(s'2) = 1/8. A sample along
a horizontal sranline of model 1 produces the relative white runlength frequencies shown in
Fig. 3-2. (To obtain precise estimates of the runlength histograms, a realization of each model
819,200 pixels wide was used, resulting in over 175,000 white runlengths being observed for
each estimated density.) It is shown in [25] that the white runlengths have a geometric density
with parameter value equal to the reciprocal of the mean white runlength (estimated by an
average here). The white runlengths for model 1 do not have a geometric density with the
appropriate parameter value (with a chi-square value of over 6,000 with 8 degrees of freedom,
we reject the hypothesis that they are equal with near certainty) from which we conclude that







Figure 3-2: White runlength and geometric densities for model 1.
2 is shown in Fig. 3-3, where it is apparent (and true) that the white runlengths do have the
correct geometric density. We make two conclusions. First, shifting the grains of a discrete
Boolean model produces a different germ-grain model. Second, shapes such as those in model 1
do not produce a Boolean model on an intersecting horizontal line, while the same shapes with
different origins induce a linear Boolean model.
This situation does not occur in the continuous case. First, a line intersecting a 2D Boolean
model always produces a ID Boolean model ([23], pp. 46). Second, translation of the grains of
a continuous model produces the same germ-grain process, as seen from the following argument.
Let a 2D continuous Boolean model have primary grain Ho and Poisson germ process with rate
A. Denote the germ-grain model by H . The primary grain is a measurable mapping from an
abstract probability space into the set of all closed subsets of R2. Consider a mapping A of the
of the outcomes of the primary grain: A : H0 ? Ho + 6(E0) where 8 maps closed subsets of the
plane to points of the plane. The mapping A is a translation of the primary grain and thus is
itself a primary grain. A well-known result ofMatheron [35] states that the capacity functional
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Figure 3-3: White runlength and geometric densities for model 2.
of a Boolean model is related to its germ-grain process via
P(lifnH^0) =
l-exp{-XE Eq@K (3.3)
for all compact setsK of the plane where K is the reflection ofK about the origin, denotes
dilation of two sets and i?||-|| represents expected area. By the Choquet-Kendall-Matheron
capacity theorem, any two random sets with the same capacity functional have the same dis
tribution and thus are equivalent. Since E = E A(Ho) K for any fixed compactH0 if
set K, the primary grains Ho and A(Ho), along with the same germ process, produce the same
germ-grain model.
In the next section, we provide sufficient conditions for a 2D discrete Boolean model to
induce ID models. It will be shown why model 1 does not in general induce a directional
Boolean ID model on an intersecting horizontal line while model 2 always does.
3.2 Inducement
Supposewe observe a linear sample of the germ-grain process produced by a 2D discrete Boolean










Figure 3-4: Diagram of estimation via inducement.
which we can estimate the corresponding Boolean model. If the relationship between the 2D
model and the ID model is known, the parameters of the 2D can be estimated. The situation
is depicted in Fig. 3-4. The left arrow shows that the 2D Boolean model produces a 2D germ-
grain process, which is observed. The bottom arrow shows that the 2D germ-grain process
yields a ID germ-grain process by sampling the 2D process on a (horizontal) line. By the
discussion in the previous section, the ID germ-grain process is equivalent to a ID Boolean
model. Observation of the ID germ-grain process yields estimates of the ID Boolean model.
If the relationship between the 2D and ID Boolean model is known explicitly, we can estimate
the 2D Boolean model as well. The relationship depicted by the top arrow is what we call
inducement Because the top and right part of the diagram can be solved analytically, the left
and bottom arrows can be used for observing the 2D model. These relationships do not hold
for every discrete 2D Boolean model and we will see several examples. But there are sufficient
and practical conditions for inducement to occur and to this end we make a few definitions.
Definition 17 Let s be a bounded subset ofZ2. The left border of s is the set dLs = {(xo,yo) :
(xo,Vo) s,x0 = min{a; : (x,y0) E s}}.
That is, b^s consists of all the left most points of s. Since s is bounded, dLs is non-empty
if s is non-empty. Similarly, we define top border, right border and bottom border.
Definition 18 A set s is called horizontally (vertically) convex if every horizontal (vertical)
line intersecting s is connected.
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Hereafter, all realizations of grains will be horizontally convex. To analyze inducement,
without loss of generality, we restrict our attention to the discrete x-axis: L = {(x,0) : x E Z}.
For any k, define the random collection
Ak = {(ij) : 8L((S+(i,j)) n L) = {(k,0)}} (3.4)
Ak is a random set whose realizations depend upon the realizations of the Boolean process. For
an arbitrary pixel (i,j) there are three possibilities for a particular realization of the Boolean
process: there may be no grain (nonnull realization of S) placed at (i, j); there may be a grain
at (i, j) but (i, j) g At; there may be a grain at (i,j) and(i, j) E Ak. Moreover, as random sets,
Ak and Am need not be disjoint; that is, for a realization of the Boolean process it can be that
the realizations of Ak and Am have nonnull intersection. For each k, define the ID random set
Sk = U{(5 + (i,j)) D L : (i,j) E Ak}. (3.5)
For each realization of the 2D Boolean process, there is a corresponding realization of Ak and
a corresponding realization of the random set Sk, which is a horizontal segment on L (possibly
null) emanating to the right from (k,0). We define Xk = \Sk\, the length of Sk. Owing to
stationarity of the 2D Boolean process, the Sk are identically distributed for all k. Therefore
the Xk are identically distributed over all k.
Were the collection {Xk}keZ of random variables stochastically independent, then the ran
dom set So would generate a ID Boolean model with Sk emanating from pixel (k, 0) should
(k, 0) be selected and {Xk} being a random segment length process. Were we also to know the
probabilities for Xk, then we know the probabilities of the observed ID coverage process and
in this sense the 2D Boolean model would induce a ID Boolean model. It is not in general true
that the Xk are stochastically independent as we shall see in a later example.
A sufficient condition for Xk and Xm, k ^ m, to be stochastically independent is that Ak
and Am be disjoint processes, because Xk and Xm are then functions of disjoint random sets.
Let Qk be the set of all (i,j) such that
P(dL(S + (i,j)) n L) = {(k, 0)}) > 0, (3.6)
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and similarly define Qm. Ak and Am are disjoint if Qk and Qm are disjoint. Thus, the class
{Xk}k&z is stochastically independent if the collection {Gk}kez is mutually disjoint.
It is straightforward to show {Gk}kzz is mutually disjoint if and only if Go is at most a
single pixel wide, meaning that no two pixels of Go lie on the same horizontal line. In such a
case we shall say that Go is narrow. Note that, owing to stationarity, each set Gk is a translate
of
Go'
Gk = Go + (k,0)- Suppose Go is not narrow, so that there exist (u, j), (v,j) E Go, u < v.
Then (v, j) E Gv-v and {Gk}kez is not mutually disjoint. Conversely, should there exist a pixel
(u, j) Gfc (~1 Gm, m / fc, then (u k,j), (u m,j) E Go-, so that Go is not narrow. Hence,
{Gk}keZ is mutually disjoint if and only if Go is narrow and the narrowness of Go is a sufficient
condition for the 2D Boolean to induce a ID Boolean model on a horizontal line L.
When S is uniformly bounded, meaning there exists a bounded subset of
Z2
containing all
realizations of S, narrowness of Go is equivalent to a condition on the left boundaries of the
realizations of S. If S denotes the collection of realizations, then it is easy to see that
dL[u{s :sES}]C U{dLs :sES}. (3.7)
More interestingly, the reverse inclusion holds, so that
dL[U{s :s5}]
= \J{dLs :sES}, (3.8)
if and only if Go is narrow. To see this, first suppose Go is not narrow, so that there exist (u,j),
(v,j) E Go, u < v. Then there exist realizations s and s such that (0,0) is the leftmost point
of both (s+ (u,j)) nL and
(s'
+ (v,j))f)L. Hence, (u, j) E dLs and (-v, -j) dLs . Since




v, j), does not he in dL[li{s : s E S}].
Conversely, suppose equality does not hold. Let
(v, j) E U{dLs : s E S}
- dL[u{s : s E S}}. (3.9)
Let s be a realization with (v,j) dLs. Since (v, j) < dL[ll{s : s S}], there must exist a
distinct realization s and a pixel (u,j), u < v, such that (u,j) dLs . (v,j) dLs implies
(-v, -j) Go and (u, j) dLs implies (-u, -j) Go, which together contradict the narrowness
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of Go- Equation 3.8 can be interpreted as the left boundary
dL
commuting with union. Since,
for uniformly bounded S this commutation is equivalent to narrowness of Go, we have a practical
sufficient condition for stochastic independence of the segment length random variables: if d
commutes with U, then {Xk}kZ is stochastically independent. We summarize this discussion
as a definition and theorem.
Definition 19 If the realizations of a 2D Boolean model produces i. i. d. random variables
corresponding to the length of the intersection of the grains with a line, then we say that the 2D
Boolean model induces a ID Boolean model on a line.
Theorem 20 If the union of the left borders of the grains of a discrete 2D Boolean model is
narrow, which is equivalent to Eq. 3.8 when S is uniformly bounded, then the 2D Boolean model
induces a ID Boolean model on a horizontal line.
The theorem is illustrated by a series of examples. Consider a collection of sets whose union
of left borders are not narrow (bold indicates the origin):











Note that Go represents all the positions where at least one of the shapes can reach the x-axis
with the left-most point of the intersection at the origin. Let pi = P(si). We compute the joint
probability distribution of (Xo,Xi). There are five positions where a grain can intersect the x-
axis at 0 or 1: {(1,1), (0,1), (1,1), (0,0), (1,0)}. The grains emanating from these points are
independent, resulting in the probabilities:
P(Xo<0,X!<0) =
P(X0 < 0,Xi < 1) =
P(Xo<l,Xi<0) =
P(X0 < l,Xi < 1) =
PoiPO + Pl)(P0 + P2)
Po(po +Pi)(po + P2)




The grains can induce a segment at most one in length. Consequently, P(Xo < 0,Xi < 1) =
P(X0 = 0) and P(X0 < l,Xi < 0) = P(Xi = 0) = P(X0 = 0) = po(po + Pi)(po + P2).
Independence ofX0 and Xi requires that P(X0 = 0)P(Xi = 0) = P(X0 = 0,XX = 0), but this
is clearly not the case in general. In fact, a little algebra shows that equality holds only when
at least one pi is zero.
Consider the following collection of grains:
S0 = 0, S! = [1] , s2 =





























= P(Si). Then P(Xk < 0) = Po(po+Pi)(po+Pi+P3), P(Xk < 1) = (po+Pi)2(po+Pi+P2),
P(Xk <2) = (po+Pi +P2)2, and P(Xk < 3) = 1 for all fc Z. We also know that this same
process is induced on every horizontal line in the digital plane (although the random segment
processes on adjacent lines are not independent). The probability of a point not being covered
(i.e., a pixel being white) in the ID process is
P(W)
= P(Xk < 0)P(Xk-i < l)P(Xk-2 < 2)P(Xk-3 < 3)
= Po(PO +Plf(P0 +Pl +P2)3(j>0+Pl +P3)-
(3.16)
Since P(W) must also be the probability of a point not being covered in the 2D process, from
the ID process we are able to derive the vacancy of the 2D process.
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Developed for horizontal processes, the same theory applies to vertical ones as well. Again

















If {Yfc} denotes the downward emanating ID process, then P(Yk < 0) = Po(po +Pi)2(po +Pi +
p2)2, P(Yk < 1) = (po +Pi)(po+Pi +P2)(po+Pi +P3), and P(Yk < 2) = 1. Consequently,
P(W)
= P(Yk < 0)P(yfc_i < l)P(n_2 < 2)
= Po(PO +Pl)3(P0 +Pl -\-p2f(P0+Pl +P3)
(3.19)
as before, since a point is not covered in the horizontal process if and only if it is not covered
in the vertical process.
A random set process that produces a right emanating ID process does not necessarily




where 9fls denotes the right border of s. By shifting the shapes, Theorem 20 becomes applicable:









The condition of Eq. 3.8 is satisfied:










The distribution of the segment process is P(Xk < 0) = po(po + Pi)(Po + Pi +P3), P(Xk < 1)
- (PO +Pi)(P0 +Pi +P2), P(Xk <2) = (po+pi +p2)3, and P(Xk < 3) = 1 for all k E Z. The
right emanating process is different from the left emanating process. Of course, the 2D process
is different as well since the positions of the shapes are different.
Given a finite collection of shapes, it is always possible to shift the shapes vertically to make
their left borders disjoint and thus satisfy Eq. 3.8. Moreover, if the shapes are both horizontally
and vertically convex, the shapes can be shifted so that their left borders are disjoint as well as
their top borders. For example, consider the following collection of horizontally and vertically
convex sets:
*o = 0, sx = [1], s2 = 111
1
S3 = 1 1 1 1 (3.24)
For this collection, Go is not narrow for either the horizontal or vertical ID process. By shifting
the shapes to make the left and top borders disjoint, we create a grain process for which Go is
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narrow in both directions and therefore is guaranteed to induce ID processes:




1 1 1 1
(3.25)

















One can easily generalize the previous shifting procedure to an algorithm to make disjoint
the bounding boxes of a collection of shapes; however, the shifted grains produce a different
germ-grain model! Even in a discrete ID process, shifting the shapes can produce different
germ-grain models. Consider the classes S = {so = 0, si = [1],S2 = [1 1]} and the shifted
grains
S'
= {s0 = 0,Si = [l],s2 = [0 1 1]} with probabilities P(si) = P(s'i) = pi. Let
C = [0, 1, 1,0] be a windowed observation. We compute its probability under each set of grains.
Under 5, P(C) =p(po+Pi)(p?+p2) ; under S', P'(C) = (po+Pi)2(poJrP2)\pop\+P2(po+Pi)2}-
3.3 Union of Boolean models
Let X = {Xi} and y = {Yj} be independent ID discrete Boolean models with length dis
tributions Fx and Fy, respectively. The union of these two processes is again a Boolean
model: X\jy = {max{Xi, YJ}} and Fxuy = FxF y. The latter expression holds because
(maix.{Xi,Yi} < fc) = (Xi < fc) ft (Yi < fc). The events and probabilities for a union of an ar
bitrary number of independent ID discrete Boolean models can be similarly formulated. If the
Boolean model is expressed in terms ofmarking probabilities and segment length distributions,














= 1pi- The finite union ofN independent Boolean models with marking
probabilities and segment length distributions (pi,C.), i = \,...,N is a Boolean model with
marking probability and segment length distribution given in Eqs. 3.28 and 3.29. In the ID
case, any probability statements for a Boolean model hold for unions as well by substituting
the above expressions.
In the general 2D case, since the grains can be arbitrary shapes, such compact notation
is not possible. Let S = {0,si,...} and T = {0,ti,...} be the classes of outcomes of two
independent grain processes S and T, respectively. The outcome class of the union process
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is li = {s U t|s S, t T}. The possibility that different unions of sets from S and T
can yield the same set in It makes simple probability expressions such as Eqs. 3.28
and 3.29
impossible. Nonetheless, ID linear model induced by a 2D union is the union of the ID models
induced by the constituent 2D models. To see this, note that the finite union of horizontally
or vertically convex sets is horizontally or vertically convex, respectively. Thus if S and T
satisfy Eq. 3.8, then so does U. Therefore the union induces a ID Boolean model. Since
K* + (hJ)) U (t + (i, j))] nL = [(s+ (i,j)) D L] U [(t + (i,j)) n L) for all s S and t T and
positions (i,j), the segments induced by the union model are unions of the segments induced
by the constituent models. This implies that the length distribution F induced by the union
process is F$Fr - This fact gives us a tool for analyzing unions of 2D models as we shall see
later.
There is also a special case which provides a partial solution to the modeling conundrum
described in the inducement section. Suppose that we wish to model a scene with a collection
of shapes but are at a loss as to where the appropriate centers are. As we know, the centers
determine whether or not the 2D process induces ID processes. It is possible to model the
random process by a union of the Boolean models where each shape has its own Boolean
model each with one parameter, its marking probability. This method avoids the difficulty of
parameterizing the shapes but the cost is the introduction of a (potentially large) number of
parameters for the individual marking probabilities. In some instances we can overcome this
problem as we will be demonstrated in a later example.
3.4 Maximum-likelihood estimation for random rectangles
Consider the 2D discrete Boolean model where the primitive shapes are rectangles with jointly
distributed widths and heights. As before, let p be the probability of marking a pixel and let
the rectangles emanate down and to the right. Let W and H be the width and height random
variables, respectively, with joint distribution FWh- Define (Wi = w,Hj = h) to be the event
of a rectangle ofwidth w and height h emanating from pixel (i, j). Define q = 1 - p to be the
probability of the event that the rectangle does not appear: (W
= 0,H > 0) U (W > 0,H =








Figure 3-5: Events contributing to Boolean model on the line.
vertical lines. First, consider the horizontal process induced on the line j = 0, (without loss of
generality). We determine the events that contribute to a segment emanating from the point
(i, 0) caused by rectangles that overlap it from above. Figure 3-5 depicts a typical situation.
Rectangle 1 does not reach the line but rectangles 2 and 3 do. Rectangle 4 is below the axis
and does not contribute to the ID process on the axis. In summary, Gi = {(i, j),j > 0}.
A line segment emanating from (i, 0) is less than or equal to w in length if and only if all the
rectangles that overlap the fine starting there have width less than or equal to w. The event
that a horizontal line segment emanating from Xi induced by all the rectangles above it is less
than w is given by:
(Xi < w) = f] \(Wi >0,Hh<h)U(0<Wi< w,Hh > h)]
h=0
(3.30)
where the union is disjoint. Since the events {(Wi,Hj) = (w,h)} are independent,
P(Xt < w)
= JX^oP(Wi >0,Hh<h)+ P(0 < Wi < w,Hh > h)
= uz=0fhW+p( - m - w^Hh - o) - p( ^wi<wiRh< h) (3.31)
= nHoFw^ + Fh{^
- fwh{, h).
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The same argument holds in the vertical direction:
P(Yj <h)=\\ Fw(w) + FH(h)
- FWH(w, h). (3.32)
w=0
The probability of getting a white pixel at the origin in the induced horizontal process is
PhorizCW) =T\=oP(X-w<w)




i. e., the probability of a white (black) pixel in the induced horizontal process in the same as
a white (black) pixel in the induced vertical process.
3.4.1 Vacancy
The probability P(W) of awhite pixel plays the role in the discrete Boolean model that vacancy
plays in the continuous version, namely the average proportion ofwhite space. The probability
of a white pixel in this model can be related to the vacancy of a continuous model by the
following argument. Let Fw}j(w,h) = q +pCwH(w,h), so that p is the marking probability
andCwh is the joint distribution of the rectangle widths and heights with the usual assumption
that CWh(0,-) = Cwh(;0) = 0. Note that Fw(w) = q+pCw(w) and FH(h) = q + pCH(h)
by letting w and h go to infinity, respectively. Substituting these expressions into the equation
for the white probability yields
PC**) =n=ollk=oFw(w) + FH(h)-FWH(w,h)





Taking logs of both sides and using a Taylor's expansion yields









-PE~=i E*=i tvhP(W = w,H = h)
=
-pE(WH)
where E(WH) is the (finite) expected rectangle area (or in the parlance of the continuous
theory, the expected measure of the primary grain). This yields the familiar expression for the
vacancy in the continuous case (Eq. 3.3 when K = {(0,0)}):
P(W) e-pE{-WH\ (3.36)
3.4.2 Likelihood function for random rectangles
To demonstrate estimation, maximum-likelihood estimates were computed for the rectangle
model using horizontal and vertical samples. Let the widths and heights of the rectangle grain be
independent and have densities with parameters 9 and p, respectively. From a realization, take
linear samples in the horizontal direction. Let a; denote the sum of the white runlengths, j3(i),
i = l,...,mx , the histogram of the observed complete black runlengths with mx the maximum
observed length, and n the number of complete black runlengths (n = El=i /?(*)) There are
three parameters to estimate: p, 9, p. Let qx (p, 6, p) = P(Xi = 0;p,9,p) = 1
-
px (p, 9,p). The
likelihood function of the horizontal observation is
L(u,(3;p,9,p) =
qx(p,0,Pr-nPx(p,0,p)n











P(Xi <i-l;p, 9,p)P(K = m - j;p, 9, p).
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(3.38)
Figure 3-6: Realization of 2D Boolean model of rectangles with independent widths and heights
with mean lengths 3 and 6, respectively. Intensity is p = 0.1 and vacancy is 16.5.
The maximum-likelihood estimator is given by
(p,0,p) = aigmaxLx(wx,Px;P,0,p)LY(uy,f3y,p,9,p) (3.39)
pfi,n
where Lx and Ly are the likelihood functions for the horizontal and vertical processes, respec
tively.
Figure 3-6 shows a 512 x 512 realization of a 2D discrete Boolean model where the width and
height possess independent shifted-Poisson distributionwith mean lengths 3 and 6, respectively.
A range ofmarking probabilities were used: p
= 0.01 to p = 0.10. The vacancy ranged from 0.84
(16% black) to 0.16 (84% black), the latter causing significant overlap among the primitives.
Horizontal and vertical runlength samples taken every 10 rows and columns yielded 50 samples
of each ID process. For each value ofp, 50 realizations were used to collect statistics on the three
estimators. Maximization of the likelihood function (Eq. 3.37) was done using the downhill
simplex method presented in Press et aL [41]. Results are shown in Table 3.1. The estimate



























































































Table 3.1: Statistics ofMLE from 50 realizations of the rectangle process for a range ofmarking
probabilities. 0 = 3, p. = 6.
3.4.3 Union of rectangle processes
Consider the case where the process is a union ofN independent discrete Boolean models each




+paCfrH, a = 1,2,...,N. Also, let (W? = w,Hf
= h) stand for the event of
a rectangle of size (w,h) emanating from pixel (i,j) in Boolean model a. The event that a
segment length in the horizontal ID model induced by model a is less than or equal to w is
oo
(Xf < w) = f|
[(W
> 0,H < h) U (0 <W < w,HZ > h)}. (3.40)
h=0
For the union process,
N oo
(Xt < w) = f) f]
[(W
> 0,H < h) U (0 <
W
<
w,Hl > h)} (3.41)
a=lh=0
so that by independence,
N oo









Figure 3-7: A right triangle induces a segment length.
3.5 Estimation for the union of Boolean models
3.5.1 Random triangle process
To show how the parameters of an independent union of models can be estimated, we superim
pose a triangle-based process on a rectangle process and estimate the parameters of the union.
Consider the triangle process formed by right isosceles triangles emanating down with random
leg length. Figure 3-7 shows a grain at (i, h) inducing a segment of length fc. Let L be the
leg length random variable with distribution Fl, where qL = 1 Pl = Pl(0). As before,
Pt(fc) = Q.L +PiCi(fc), with Cl(0) = 0. The event (L(ij) = Z) indicates that a triangle of
length Z emanates from point (i,j). As in the rectangle example, Qi = {(i,j)\j > 0} and the
grains satisfy the conditions of Theorem 20. The event that a segment length is induced on the









For the union of the rectangle process with the triangle process,
oo






TJ FL(h +w) [Fw(w) + FH(h) - FWH(w, h)] (3.47)
w=0
where {Xj} and {Yj} are segment-length random variables for the horizontal and vertical pro
cesses induced by the combined 2D model.
3.5.2 Likelihood function for union of rectangle and triangle processes
As an example of estimation, let the triangle leg distribution Cl be shifted Poisson with mean
A and denote the marking probability by pc- We retain the notation from the rectangle es
timation example. As for the likelihood of the horizontal observations, let iv denote the total
number ofwhite pixels observed, f3(i), i = 1,...,mx, the histogram of the observed complete
black runlengths with m^ the maximum observed length, and n the number of complete black
runlengths (n = E2i P(i))- There are five parameters to estimate, but to make the notation
compact, let 0
= (p,0,p,pL,X). Let qx(&)
= P(Xt = 0; 0)
= 1 -px(&)- The likelihood of












= YKP(Xi < m;Q) - P(X{ < j -1;0)) J] P(Xt < i
- l;0)P(ivT = m-j;@).
j=\ i=l
(3.49)
We form the similar vertical likelihood using vertical black and white runlengths and Eq. 3.47
to produce the maximum likelihood estimator for horizontal and vertical observations (using
the obvious notation):
0 = a.Tgmjw.Lx(ux,Px;G)LY(u:y,0Y-,&). (3.50)
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Figure 3-8: Union of rectangle and triangle processes where the vacancy is 0.42.
The product is formed even though the triangle process causes the horizontal and vertical
processes induced by the union to be dependent.
The rectangle model was generated as before with independent widths and heights, shifted
Poisson distributed. The leg length distribution for the triangle process is also shifted-Poisson
but with mean A = 5.0 and marking probability pi
= 0.02. We generated 50 realizations of the
union of the two models on a 512 x 512 grid and used linear samples spaced 10 pixels apart.
Figure 3-8 shows a typical realization. We used the downhill simplex technique to compute the
maximum-likelihood estimate in Eq. 3.50. The results are summarized in Table 3.2.
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parameter true value avg cv
P 0.03 0.027 0.179
0 3.0 3.022 0.158
V 6.0 5.891 0.146
PL 0.02 0.020 0.167
A 5.0 5.092 0.167
Table 3.2: Statistics ofMLE from 50 realizations of union of rectangle and triangle processes.






Figure 3-9: Horizontally and vertically convex connected components found in toner micro
graph.
3.6 Toner particle example
The translation difficulty for discrete Boolean models can be avoided completely when there
are a finite number of shapes by making each shape its own Boolean process and forming
an independent union of them as seen in the following example. We provide an illustration
of the theory in a practical setting, that of modeling texture made by toner placement in
an electrophotographic process. From a thresholded micrograph of toner particles randomly
placed on paper via an electrophotographic process, we first isolate all horizontally and vertically
convex connected components. Figure 3-9 shows 40 of the 65 components found in a 382 by
500 pixel image obtained by digitizing a micrograph on a flat-bed scanner. The rationale is
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that most of the randomly shaped toner particles comprising the image will appear in isolation.
Clearly this represents a biased sampling procedure. Many particle shapes will be missed
because they were obscured or overlapped other particles forming a component that was not
convex. However, even with such limitations, we can make progress toward describing the
process. Note that identifying a 2D random set process is an arduous task because we must
estimate the random set as well as the marking probability. This case, unlike the previous
examples, has no readily available parameterizations of the shapes to reduce estimation of the
random set to point estimation.
Our model of the process is that the image consists of 65 independent shape processes each
with a probability p,-, i = 1, . . . , 65 of appearing at a pixel. We arbitrarily choose the upper left
hand corner of the bounding box for each particle as the center of the grain. Strictly speaking,
we now have 65 parameters to estimate from a 382 x 500 pixel sample. However, owing to the
greater attraction for the larger particles, we model the marking probabilities as a function of
the area of a particle:
model: pt = aA?, i = 1, . . . , 65 (3.51)
where Ai is the area in pixels of grain i. Using this model, we have two parameters to estimate,
a and /3. Since each grain has its own process, each process trivially satisfies Theorem 20.
Next we need the probability of each grain inducing various segment lengths on an inter
secting line. This is done by tabulating the number of different horizontal runlengths. For
example, suppose particle i is composed of 2 runlengths of length 1, 3 runlengths of length 2,
and 1 runlength of length 3. The left boundary of this particle has 6 pixels. From each of these
6 points, the shape can intersect the sampling line to produce a line segment. We can think of
the segment length produced by shapes emanating from each of the these pixels as the outcome
of 6 independent trials: the shape either appears or does not appear at each pixel. Two trials
can produce segment lengths of 0 or 1, three trials can produce segment lengths 0 or 2 and one
trial can produce segment lengths of 0 or 3. In each case, the probability of a 0 is 1 p;. To
get a segment length of 0, the shape must not appear at any of the 6 pixels, i. e., zeros be
produced on each trial. This has probability (1 Pi)6. To produce a segment length less than
or equal to one, the four trials where it is possible to get a length longer than one must yield
0: P(X < 1) = (1 pi)4. For a segment length less than or equal to two, the one trial where
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it is possible to get a length greater than two must yield a 0: P(X < 2) = (1
-
pt). Finally,
P(X < 3) = 1. As before, the segment length distribution for the union of the 65 processes
is the product of the 65 individual segment length distributions. The vertical distribution is
similarly computed.
Estimation is done by maximizing the product of the horizontal and vertical likelihoods
over all possible a and (3 by exhaustive search using the model in Eq. 3.51. The result yielded
estimates a = 4.7 x
10-6
and J3 = 0.25.
The number of particles in an image is a binomial random variable with parameters p, the
marking probability, and n, the number of pixels in the image. Thus an estimate of the number
of particles in the image is an estimate of the mean of the binomial density. The marking
probability for this union model is given by Eq. 3.28. Substituting the estimates pi =
c\A
we
obtain an estimate p
= 9.58 x 10-4, resulting in the estimate 382 x 500 x 9.58 x
10-4
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for the number of particles in the image. The number of connected components in the image
was 145 (65 of which were unique, vertically and horizontally convex and not clipped at the
boundaries). The estimate of the number of particles is reasonable, as it should be greater than
the number of observed connected components, but not too much greater given that image is
not dense.
To test the verisimilitude of the model, we used the estimated parameters and the found
particles to simulate an image. The result is presented in Fig. 3-10 where a portion of the actual
image is on the left and a portion of the simulated image is on the right. (Clipped particles
were erased to remove visual clues that the images were merged). While this is certainly
not statistical evidence that the model is correct, it does show that the procedure produces
reasonable results in a realistic application.
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In Chapter 2, we derived the likelihood function of the one-dimensional directional model.
Under certain conditions described in [27] and Chapter 3, 2D models induce one-dimensional
(ID) models on intersecting fines. Observations of induced ID models are observations of the
2D model and the ID likelihood contains information about the 2D model [24]. In Chapter 3,
these likelihood functions provided maximum-likelihood estimates via numerical optimization.
In this chapter, we estimate the parameters of the 2D model, but with a different kind of
observation. We use a
"cross-window'"
instead of horizontal and vertical lines. The advantage
of using a cross is that we capture joint vertical and horizontal information. Sampling is done
at widely spaced points so that the observations can be considered independent. At a sampling
point, the lengths of the horizontal and vertical runlengths containing the point are measured
and used as an observation at the point. We compute the approximate likelihood for each
sample. The likelihood functions for the sampling points are multiplied and used as a grand
likelihood function for the entire image. Maximization over parameters in the model provides
our estimate. The sampling method is similar to that used in [2] where observations are first-
contact distances to the random. To avoid technical difficulties in the 2D case, we will only
consider shape processes consisting of a finite collection of bounded shapes. As in the ID case,
we combine the event of a point not being marked into the shape process. Let the possible
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outcomes of the shape process S be S = {s0 = 0, i, . . . , sn} where the empty set indicates that
the point is not marked. Furthermore, assume Ps(si) > 0, i = 0, . . . , n (Ps(so) = Q = 1
_ p)-
The probability measure Pg along with the set S of shapes completely defines the 2D process.
A discrete ID directional Boolean model consists of a Bernoulli process along with a random
variable producing segment lengths. The Bernoulli process is a sequence of binary random
variables indicating whether or not a point is marked. A point is marked with probability p
(q = 1 p). At each marked point, a segment with length fc possessing distribution C(k) is
placed there, emanating to the right. Let {{} be the outcome of the Bernoulli process and
let {fc,} be the outcome of the segment-length process. The outcome of the Boolean model
i*3 {['- - ' + fo 1]}- a se* f intervals. The corresponding germ-grain model observation
is the union of these intervals: Ui[&,...,fj + h 1]. It consists of intervals of covered and
exposed points. A given point can be covered by many segments. The likelihood function for
a windowed observation of this process was established in [12].
To avoid technical difficulties in the 2D case, we will only consider shape processes consisting
of a finite collection of bounded shapes. As in the ID case, we combine the event of a point
not being marked into the shape process. Let the possible outcomes of the shape process
S be S = {so = 0,si,...,sn}, where the empty set indicates that the point is not marked.
Furthermore, assume Ps(si) > 0, i = 0, . . . , n (Ps(sq) = q = 1 p). The probability measure
Ps along with the set S of shapes completely defines the 2D process.
In the continuous case, the point process is Poisson and the shape process is a random closed
set. The discrete and continuous Boolean models are different processes (but see [20] for an
analytical approach that focuses on their similarity and [50] for estimation results based on this
formalism). A 2D continuous Boolean model produces a ID Boolean model on any intersecting
line ([23], p. 46). In the discrete setting this is not true in general [27]. The difficulty is that
the method of inducement through intersection of the grains produces not a Bernoulli process
on the line, but complicated point process that depends on the grain process. The practical
situation is not so bleak, because under reasonable conditions on the shape process (from an
applied standpoint), inducement occurs. It is shown in Chapter 3 and [27] that a sufficient
condition for a 2D discrete Boolean model to induce a ID discrete directional Boolean model
on a horizontal intersecting line is that the union of the left borders of the sets in S be one
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pixel thick.
4.1 Cross-windowed likelihood function
A black runlength is a consecutive run of black points commenced by a white point and termi
nated by a white point. Letting K denote the black runlength random variable, its density is
computed conditionally on [0,m + 1],
P(K = m)
= P(W(0) D E(l,m) nW(m + 1)|W(0) DD(l)). (4.1)
That is, given that a white point is followed by a black point, we compute the probability that
the covering event is preceded by a white point, is exactly m points long and is followed by a
white point. Similarly, a white runlength is a sequence of exposed or white points commenced
by a black point and terminated by black point. Letting V denote the white runlength random
variable, the probability that a white runlength is m is
P(V = m)
= P(G(0) nW(l) n . . . nW(m) nD(m + 1)|G(0) nW(l)) (4.2)
In Chapter 2 and [25], it is shown that black runlengths have density
P(K = m)
= P(E(1,m))q/p, m = 1, 2, . . . , (4.3)
white runlengths have a geometric density
P(V = m)
= qm-lp, m
= 1, 2, . . . , (4.4)
and black and white runlength random variables are independent. These densities are used in
Chapter 2 and [27] to form likelihood functions of runlengths obtained from intersecting 2D
germ-grain model observations with horizontal and vertical lines.
Runlength probabilities can be generalized for cross observations. Suppose we choose an
arbitrary point (x, y) within a realization of a 2D germ-grain model. That point will lie in
the intersection of a vertical and a horizontal runlength (Fig. 4-1). The observation can be
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Figure 4-1: Cross sample of a black blob (left, right, up, down) = (Kx,Kx,KY,Ky).
summarized by five pieces of information, the color (black or white) and the lengths in each of
the four directions (left, right, up, down). The random variables for this observation will be
denoted by K
=
(Kx,Kx,Ky,Ky) for a black observation and V
=
(V^ ,Vx,Vy,Vy) for
white. Without loss of generality, suppose that the point of observation is the origin, (0,0),
and let a black observation be k = (kx,kx,ky,ky). We will compute the probability of the
horizontal and vertical observations independently and combine them. In horizontal direction
(X, for horizontal), we have a white pixel at kx 1, black pixels in the interval [kx,kx]
and a white pixel at kx + 1: Wx(-fc^
-
1) ("1 Ex(kx, kx) DWx(kx + 1). The probability of
this covering event is computed given that the origin is covered: H(0). Putting these together
produces the conditional probability for the horizontal part of the cross observation,





1) n Ex(-kx, k+) nWx(kx + 1))/P(HX(0))
= P(Wx(-kx
-






for fc^,fcj ^ 0, where we use stationarity and the fact thatW^(-^ 1) fl Ex(kx,kx) n
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Wjf (kx + 1) C Hjf (0). The vertical case is handled analogously.
In the case of a white observation at the origin, v
= (vx, vx, vY, vY ), we again consider the
horizontal part of the cross observation. We start with a black pixel at vx 1
followed by white
pixels in the interval [vx, vx] and terminated by a black pixel: Gx(vx 1) l~lWx
(
vx , vx) D
Dx(vx + 1). The probability of this event is computed given that the origin is white: Wx(0).




















The true likelihood of (K = k) requires the probability of the bidirectional covering event;
assuming independence, an approximate likelihood for the complete horizontal and vertical
observation is formed by the product of the horizontal and vertical probabilities:
F(K - k) *mrHS, *J))i>(EV(-<=?,^(1-^(g)jp!nSl(o))) <4-7'
and
P(V =v)-,^+^^+^py. (4.8)
Suppose that multiple samples are taken over an image with observations k;, i 1, . . . , m and
Vj, j
= 1, . . . , n. The grand likelihood function for the entire sample is formed by the product
of the likelihoods for each cross.
m n
L(k1,...,km,v1,...,vn;0) = n^(K = ki;0)n^(V = vJ;0) (4.9)
=i j=i
If the 2D Boolean model depends on a parameter vector 0, then the maximum likelihood
estimate is the parameter value maximizing L in Eq. 4.9.
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4.2 Estimation for random-rectangle model
To compare this estimator to previous work, we generated the same random-rectangle processes
as those in Chapter 3 and [24] and discussed in Section 3. Recall that ifCwh is the joint width
and height distribution, respectively, it can be the induced horizontal and vertical distributions
are
oo
P(Xt < w,p,G,p) = J] Fw(w;p,9,p)+FH(h;p,9,p) - FWH(w,h;p,9,p), (4.10)
h=0
oo
P(Yj < h;p,0,p) = H Fw(w;p,9,p) + FH(h;p,9,p) - FWH(w,h;p,9,p), (4.11)
io=0
where p is the marking probability in the 2D process, 9 and p are parameters of the joint width
and height distribution and
FWH(w,h;p,9,p) = q + pCWH(w,h;9,p). (4.12)
The marking probabilities of the horizontal and vertical processes are px = 1P(Xi = 0; p, 9, p)
andpy- =1P(Yj = O;p,0,p), respectively. Widths and heights of rectangles were independent
with shifted Poisson distributions (Poisson variate plus one). Fifty realizations of 512 x 512
images were generated for each process with marking probabilities ranging from p = 0.01 to
0.10 in increments of 0.01 (producing vacancies from 0.84 to 0.16), mean width 9 = 3.0 and
mean height p = 6.0. Figure 4-2 shows a typical simulated image with 50% vacancy (p = 0.04).
Sampling was done along horizontal scanlines spaced vertically 10 pixels apart and within each
scanline at points spaced 10 pixels apart. Pixels on adjacent scanlines were staggered 5 pixels.
This procedure resulted in 2, 576 samples for each image. The likelihood function in Eq. 4.9 was
implemented using the induced distributions in Eqs. 4.10 and 4.11 to compute Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8
and was maximized by numerical methods. Maximum-likelihood estimates for the particular
image for Fig. 4-2 are p = 0.04, 0 = 3.11, and p = 5.89. Figures 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5 show the
estimated bias for the cross-estimation procedure compared to the linear sampling method of
Chapter 3 and [24]. Bias for both methods are similar, except that, when the vacancy is very
low and the samples are dominated by long black runs, the cross-sample method has higher
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Figure 4-2: Realization of a random rectangle process.
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Figure 4-6: Estimated coefficient of variation for p, estimate of the marking probability.
bias. Figures 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8 show the coefficient of variation for the cross-sample estimator
and the linear-sample estimator. The cross-windowed sampling technique results in a significant
decrease in all coefficients ofvariation, at least by half and by as much as one tenth. We attribute
this to two factors. First, by sampling in a cross window, we capture information about how
the horizontal and vertical runlengths vary jointly. This carries more shape information than a
single horizontal or vertical runlength. Second, the approximate likelihood of the cross-window
statistic uses more shape information by conditioning on the position where horizontal and
vertical runlengths cross.
Idealized models such as the random rectangle model can be used to fit other process as an
approximation. For example, Diggle used a random disk model to fit spatial data of heather in
a forest by using a least>squares fit of point covariance ([9] or [23], p. 301). To see how we can
use this cross-window estimation technique on a real texture, we fit a 166 x 226 pixel section of
a thresholded image of gravel (left image of the stereo pair "Rocks and
Gravel"
from University
of Southern California IRIS image database, captured by W. A. Hoff; see also [29]) with a
random rectangle Boolean model. The maximum-likelihood estimates from the cross-window
observations modeled as independent shifted-Poisson widths and heights are p = 0.05, 9 = 4.1,
and p
= 2.9 for the marking probability, mean width, and mean height, respectively. Figure
4-9 shows the fitting results. The original portion of the gravel image is shown in Fig. 4-9



























Figure 4-8: Estimated coefficient of variation for p, the mean height estimator.
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the thresholded gravel image (objects are white and the background is black) is shown in (c).
Although the objects in the gravel image are not rectangles, the fitted model captures their
approximate shape and spatial distribution. To illustrate this further, we processed the original
gravel image, the thresholded gravel image and the fitted model with a 3 x 3gaussian blur to
produce gray images with sharp edges removed. The results are shown below their preblurred
counterparts in Figs. 4-9 (d), (e) and (f). The blurred gravel images and the fitted model are
visually similar textures.
4.3 The Boolean random function
A Boolean random function is a generalization of the Boolean random set model in which the
observed gray-scale function is the maximum of randomly shifted random functions and the
notion of a primary random grain is replaced by a primary random function (see [42] , [47] , [48]
formathematical descriptions of themodel). Taking themaximum of random translations yields
a model of overlapping shapes within an image and therefore Boolean random functions are
used to model certain kinds of textures. Although the model is quite general, as in the Boolean
random set model, one typically restricts the primary function to parameterized shapes such as
half-spheres [6], [19] or, in our case, random-height pyramids. In the digital case, the primary
function takes values in some interval [1,M], where 0 represents black (absence of objects) and
M is the maximum brightness. A Bernoulli point process in the discrete plane provides germs
where random functions with bounded supports are placed. As in the 2D Boolean random set
model, the random process can be viewed as a set of independent random variables indexed
by the discrete grid. At each coordinate, a trial determines whether or not a function appears
and, independently of this marking trial, other random variables determine the size and shape
of the function to be placed there. The maximum of all outcomes produces a random surface
analogous to the germ-grain process in the set model. In image processing, surface values
are gray levels. Estimation involves the intensity parameter governing translation locations
in the plane, as well as the parameters of the distributions governing the random function.
Estimation is even more difficult than for the Boolean random set model, since, not only does




Figure 4-9: Results of fitting a random-rectangle Boolean model to the gravel image. See text.
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of the primary function covering other translations, many completely. We shall consider amodel
whose primary function is a random pyramid. Were one to try to estimate the spatial intensity
by simply counting peaks in the image and dividing by the number of pixels, the true intensity
would be seriously underestimated owing to obscured peaks. In the present paper, we adapt
the multi-dimensional linear sampling approach to perform maximum-likelihood estimation for
Boolean random functions, the goal being to construct a cross-window likelihood function for
the Boolean random function similar to the one for the 2D Boolean random set.
Just as in the random set model, we estimate the random function model by linear sam
ples. Under appropriate conditions for a 2D random set, the random process induced on an
intersecting line is a ID Boolean model. For the random function case, we need a ID Boolean
model induced by a horizontal line intersecting with its umbra. Let us first consider how a
ID random function induces a ID Boolean model. Equation 4.13 shows how a typical primary
function emanating from x = 2 induces a line segment at x
= 4 on the line 2 = 3.
4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1
(4.13)
(x,z) 0123456789 10 11 12
The
"center"
of the line segment is its left-most point (smallest rc-coordinate) . Let (4,3) be
the set of points on the line 2 = 1 where a primary function can emanate and intersect the
line 2 = 3 in such a way that the smallest ^-coordinate coincides with the
point (x, z) = (4, 3).
In Eq. 4.13 with an isosceles right-triangle primary function, there is only one such point:
(x,z) = (2,1). The segment-length random variable, which we denote by X^, is a function of
outcomes of random functions emanating from the single point in (4,3). For a more general
primary function, G(x, z) need not consist of only a single point.
Because a ID Boolean model is characterized by a sequence of i.i.d. segment-length random
variables, we must ensure that the random variables {Xi$}, i
=
..., 1,0, 1, . . ., are i.i.d. As
for {Xi,3} having a common distribution, this follows by stationarity of the random variables
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governing the Boolean random function. A sufficient condition for independence of X^g and
Xi2_3 is that (ii,3) and (7(i2,3) be disjoint if ii 7^ 12- To ensure disjointness of the -sets in
general requires a careful analysis of the geometry of the primary function. In the random set
case discussed previously, this kind of analysis results in a condition on the union of left borders
of the grains of the process Chapter 3 and [27]. Note that segment-length random variables on
parallel lines are quite likely to be dependent. In the example of Eq. 4.13, X43 and X54 share
the same -set.
A 2D Boolean random function can induce a 2D Boolean random set model in a manner
similar to the inducement of ID models from ID functions. The umbra of a function is its
graph and points beneath it (see below for a mathematical definition). If we consider a plane
Z = z, its intersection with the primary-function umbra produces grains in the plane. If the
placement of the grains is done according to a Bernoulli process, then a 2D Boolean model is
induced by the Boolean random function via intersection. We seek to identify i.i.d. random
sets in the plane Z = 2 just as we sought i.i.d. random variables on the line in the ID case. The
umbra of each translated primary function can be thought of as a stack of grains (we assume
the umbrae are suitably convex). Each grain in the stack has a center from which it will be
considered to emanate if it intersects the plane. At a given point (x, y, z) in the plane Z = 2,
one must consider all the positions in the plane Z = 1 where a function can emanate to intersect
the plane Z = z with the center of the grain coinciding with (x,y,z). The set of these points
we denote by G(x,y,z). If the sets G(i2,J2,z) and G(i\,h,z) are disjoint for (i\,j\) ^ (^2, J2),
then the germ process in the plane Z = z is Bernoulli and a 2D Boolean model is induced. To
complete the analysis, one must also compute the probabilities of the grains (we do this for
an estimation example to follow). Once we have the Boolean model in a plane, we can invoke
all the previous analysis to determine the ID Boolean models induced on lines parallel to the
Z = 1 plane, in the x and y directions.
Given inducement, one can analyze the Boolean random function by analyzing the ID
Boolean functions it induces; however, now we must include a 2-value with the observation.




Figure 4-10: Cross-windowed observation with gray-level information.
[1,7V] x [1,7V], sample points are selected within the box
B = [1,N] x [1,7V] x [1,M]. (4.14)
Let T denote the random gray-value of the Boolean random function and let U[T] be the set of
all points (x,y,z) B such that T(x,y) > z. U[T] is called the umbra of T and volume points
in U[T] lie beneath the surface defined by T. If the point p = (x,y, z) U[T] and we take x-,
y-, and 2-direction runlengths in U[T], which setwise we consider to be black, then (as in the
2D Boolean random set model) we obtain a vector of four black spatial runlengths,
K(p)
= (Kx(p),Kx(p),Ky(p),K+(p)), (4.15)
and a vertical black runlength TJ,(p), which is actually the function value at (x,y), T&(p) =
T(x,y). If, on the other hand, p = (x,y,z) U[T], and we take x-, y-, and 2-direction
runlengths in f/[T]c, which setwise we consider to be white, then (as in the 2D Boolean random
set model) we obtain a vector of four white spatial runlengths,
V(p) = (Vx(p),V+(p),Vy(p),V+(p)) (4.16)
and a vertical white runlength Tw(p) = M T(x,y). The situations for both p U[T] and
p ^ U[T] are depicted in Fig. 4-10 for the case of a ID Boolean random function.
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The approximate probabilities for K(p) and V(p) are computed via to Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8,
using the segment-length distributions induced at p. As for the conditional probabilities relating
to T(, and Tw, these are determined by the probability distribution of T, which we denote by
Fp. Since T is a random variable giving the gray-value of the random function, Ft is simply
the first order probability distribution of the random function and, owing to stationarity, is
independent of the point (x,y). Given a sampling point p = (x,y,z) U[T] (p is black), the
probability mass for Tb is given by
P(Tb = tb) = P(T = tb\T > z). (4.17)
Given a sampling point p
= (x,y, z) U[T] (p is white), the probability mass for Tw is
P(Tw = tw) = P(T =M-tw\T<z). (4.18)
To arrive at a likelihood function, we simply multiply the probabilities, even though the
random variables are not independent. Doing this obligates us to investigate the statistical
properties of the resulting maximum-likelihood estimator by simulations. Keeping in mind the
conditioning in Eqs. 4.17 and 4.18, we compute the probabilities of black and white three-
dimensional cross-observations. Given p = (x,y,z) E U[T],
PWp, =^)fflgM, (4.19)
for tb = z, . . . , M. Given p = (x, y, z) g U[T],
PCVM vT -/ i ~
P(V(P) = v)/r(t)
P(V(p) = v, Tw = tw)
Fjn(2 _ ij
,
for t, = 0, . . . , 2 1. Assuming widely spaced observations throughout an observed image (m
black and n white), the grand likelihood function is given by
m n




4.4 Pyramid Boolean random function
Consider a primary function given by a pyramid with random height U and square base (2(7 -
1) x (2Z7 1), where U [1, ...,M]. We define a set of independent random variables Uij
governing the placement and size of the pyramids. IfUij = 0, then no pyramid is positioned at
(i,j); ifUij = u > 0, then a pyramid of peak gray-value u is placed at (i, j). Ifp is the marking
probability, then P(Uij = 0) = 1
-
p; P(Uij = u) = pP(U = u) for u = 1, . . . , M. Pyramid
bases emanate in the x and y directions. For instance, if Uo,o = 3, then the pyramid is
11111
12 2 2 1
12 3 2 1 (4.21)
12 2 2 1
11111
where bold indicates the origin and the upper-right coordinate is (4,4). If we now let 1/2,1 = 3
give a second pyramid, the maximum of the two yields the realization
0 0 11111
0 0 12 2 2 1
0 0 12 3 2 1
1 112 2 2 1
(4.22)
12 2 2 111
12 3 2 10 0
12 2 2 10 0
111110 0
A random surface results from taking the maximum over all translated pyramids. Based on the
previously discussed volumetric sampling procedure, if the point p
= (2,2,2) is selected, then
k(2,2,2) = (1,1,1,1).
We now derive the 2D Boolean models produced by the pyramid random function on each
gray-level plane Z = z, z = 1, . . . ,M. A pyramid of height u consists of a stack of u odd-sized
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squares with sizes: (2u 1) x (2u 1), (2u 3) x (2u 3), . . . , 1 x 1. If we take the center
of each square to be its smallest (x,y) coordinate, then grains produced by a random pyramid
intersecting the plane Z = z can be seen to be odd-sized squares emanating in the x and y
directions. Without loss of generality, consider the point (0,0,2). There is only one point in
the plane Z = 1 that can produce a square at that level: (z + 1, z + 1, 0). For this model it
is easy to see that, in general, G(x,y,z) = {(x z+ \,y z+ 1,0)}. For any given gray level z,
a 2D Boolean model is induced because distinct points on the plane Z = z have disjoint <?-sets.
The grain processes are different at each level. Let Sw denote a w x w square. The grains at
Z = 1 form the class {0, Si, ..., S2M-1}, the grains at Z = 2 form {0, Si, . . . , S2M-3}, and so
on. At the top level, the grains form a two-element class {0, Si}. In general, the grains at level
2 lie in the class S(z) = {0, Si, ... , S2(m-z)+i}- Let So = 0. The probabilities of the random
grains at level 2 = 1, . . . ,M are expressed via the density of U-z-z:
P(S(z) = Sk) = {
P(U-z,-z < z ~ 1), fc = 0,
P(r/_2,_2 = z + (k- l)/2, 1 < k < 2(M
-
2) + 1, k odd, (4.23)
0, otherwise.
For example, in Eq. 4.24, [7-4,-4 = 5 (position (0, 0) is bold) produces a 9 x 9 pyramid. At
level 2 = 4, a 3 x 3 square is induced at (1,-1,4). Were [7-4,-4 < 3, no square would be










Since we have a random-rectangle model on each plane, a ID Boolean model is induced in the
x and y directions by the previous discussion. The previous analysis shows how to compute
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the segment-length distributions for the ID models. Using Eq. 4.23, the joint width and height
density of the random-rectangle model at gray-level 2 is
f\VH(w,h;z) = <
P(S(z) = Sw), w = h ,v w h
(4.25)
0, w =fi h,
from which the distribution Fwh(w, h; 2) is computed by partial sums.
Let X(p) denote the x-direction segment-length random variable at the point p = (x, y, 2).
The random pyramid function induces a Boolean model on the line (Y = y,Z = z) with a
segment-length distribution that is a modified version of Eq. 4.10:
2(Af-z)+l
P(X(p)<;)= [J Fw(w;z) + FH(h;z)-FWH(w,h;z). (4.26)
fe=0
Since the pyramid function induces squares, the same ID processes are induced in the y direc
tion.
To investigate the statistical properties of themaximum-likelihood estimator in the random-
height pyramid example, we let the marking probability be p and the height be uniformly
distributed in [1,7V/]. Thus
P(U < u)
= 1 - p+ ^I[hM](u), (4.27)
for u = 0, 1, . . . ,M. We assume that the maximum gray value M is given and seek to estimate
the marking probability p.
To investigate the bias and coefficient ofvariation (cv) for themarking-probability estimator,
we use a range of images with p
= 0.04 to p
= 0.08 and M = 15 (see Figure 4-11). We chose
this range because these marking probabilities produce interesting textures. For each value of
p, we have generated 50 realizations of 512 x 512 images and estimated p two ways. In the
first method, we found and counted peak gray-levels in a image and divided by the number of
pixels in the image. A peak is defined to be a site whose gray-level is greater that at least six
of its eight neighbors. We denote this estimator by Ppeak- The second estimator, pmie is the
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Figure 4-11: Sample random-pyramid images with p increasing clockwise from p = 0.04 in the
upper left-hand corner to 0.08.
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and vertically, yielding 281 samples for each image. The 2-level at each sample point was chosen
to be the median gray level over the sample points plus an offset of 2,1, 0, 1, or 2 gray levels.
The median was chosen to yield a balanced selection of white and black runlengths. The offset
for the
ith
sample point is 3 imod 5. This sampling method is designed to avoid long black
runlengths which we know from our previous work on ID estimation introduces a bias in the
estimates [12]. Estimates were computed by numerically maximizing Eq. 4.20 over p. The
average of the estimates from 50 images was used to estimate the bias for each estimator. Table
4.4 shows the results. The absolute value of the estimated bias for ppeak is at least 50% of the
true value, whereas the estimated bias for Pmie is within 11% of the true value and often much
less. Finally, Table 4.4 shows that the cv for pmie remains fairly stable throughout the range















Table 4.2: Estimated cv.
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Chapter 5
Queueing interpretation of the ID
Boolean model
The ID results ofChapter 2 can be used to analyze the discrete infinite-server queueing system.
In this chapter, we reinterpret previous results and use the recursive paradigm to produce new
ones. The major advantage of the discrete approach is that we are able to calculate actual
densities for many random variables of interest in queueing theory. In the continuous setting,
one often must settle for means and variances or approximations. We show examples of all the
densities we compute theoretically. The work here is not meant to be exhaustive, but rather
to demonstrate the power of the recursive methods in combinatorial probability. This chapter
plus background material appears as [26]. The language is changed to reflect the application:
covering is called occupancy, runlengths are busy or idle times, etc.
Interest in discrete-time queueing models has increased in the last few years because of
new developments in digital telecommunications [54]. The queueing system studied here is
an infinite-server system where arrival times are from a Bernoulli process and each customer
immediately finds an idle server. Such a system is also known as the discrete Boolean model. In
these discrete models, continuous time is divided into equal-length epochs called slots or cells.
In any slot there can be at most one arrival, occurring with probability p (previously, marking
probability). The following "waiting room management
policy"
is used: arrivals occur at the
beginning of the slot and departure occurs at the end of the slot [21]. Under this scheme, if
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a service time ends at t and an arrival occurs at t, then the two customers are in the system
simultaneously. This policy corresponds to the geometric interpretation of the discrete Boolean
model. The infinite-server queue is of interest because its analysis can provide bounds on the
performance of systems with a finite but large number of servers. It is also equivalent to the
type FI particle counting system where particles arrive at a counter and raise a voltage for a
length of time. If a particle arrives to the counter when the voltage is raised, its arrival time is
not detected, but it still raises the voltage for a length of time. What one observes is whether
the voltage is raised or not as a function of time, i.e., a germ-grain model.
In one dimension, Boolean models have a natural queueing system interpretation. The
success probability p is an arrival probability (the number of arrivals in an interval has binomial
density) and the segment lengths are service times. The germ-grain model corresponds to a
binary random process indicatingwhether or not the system is occupied. The germ-grain model
produces alternating time intervals where the system is busy and idle. The length of these times
are called busy times and idle times, respectively. In [25] , it is shown that the idle times have a
geometric density and the busy times have a density expressible as a recursive formula in terms
ofp andC Moreover, the formula can be inverted so that p and C can be solved from the idle
time and busy time densities. This means that the arrival and service time densities can be
estimated from the idle and busy time observations, regardless of the form these densities may
take.
These and other results rest upon a fundamental decomposition of a covering event (Eq.
2.5). This decomposition is quite general and can be employed to compute many probabilities
of interest in signal processing and queueing theory. Although the initial work assumed homo
geneous arrival and service processes, a relaxation of this assumption allows the computation
of busy times when the service times depend on the time or order of arrival. The resulting
densities are expressed recursively.
5.1 Busy time densities
Busy time is one of the most important random variables in a queueing system. The busy time
in the infinite-server queue is the black runlength variable studied in Chapter 2 and idle is the
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white runlength random variable. We restate the runlength theorem here in queueing theory
language for reference.
Theorem 21 Let a discrete infinite-server queueing system have arrival-service time distribu
tion F. Let K denote the random variable describing the length of time the system is contin
uously occupied and let V be the random variable of time the system is continuously empty.
Then K and V are independent,
P(K = m)






Figure 5-1 shows busy-time densities for several arrival rates. Service times are distributed
according to a Poisson density shifted so that its support starts at 1 (henceforth referred to
as shifted Poisson). Theorem 21 fully describes the busy time density of the discrete infinite-
server queue and establishes that the arrival probability and service time density are observable
through the busy and idle times. This can be used to estimate the service-time distribution.
The maximum-likelihood estimate of p is the reciprocal of the average idle time. The
busy-
time distribution can be estimated from a histogram of busy times. These quantities can be
used in Eq. 5.1 with Eq. 2.23 to provide an estimate of C If the service time distribution is
parameterized, a maximum-likelihood estimate of the parameters can be calculated numerically
[12], [24].
A continuous analog of Theorem 21 is known only for the case where service times are
constant ([5] or [23], p. 88).
5.2 Depletion time
The depletion time 8 is defined to be the time until the system empties given that it is occupied
[5]. That is, if the system is occupied at time i and the next time the system is empty is j > z,





Figure 5-1: Busy-time densities for shifted-Poisson service times with mean 6.
Proposition 22 In the discrete case, the depletion time for an infinite-server queue has density
oo
P(8 = X)
= Y^ P(K = k)/E[K] (5.3)
k=x
x = 1,2, . . ., where P(K = m) is given in Eq. 5.1 and E[K\ is the expected busy time.
Proof. We seek the conditional probability that the time to an empty system is x given that
the system is occupied at some specific time. Let the specific time be t = 1. The event that
the system is occupied at t = 1 is H(l). The event that there are exactly x time units until the
system empties is G(l,x) DW(x+ 1). Now this is one of the ways the system can be occupied
at t = 1. Therefore G(l,a*) fl
W(x-|-
1) C H(l). The conditional probability we seek is
P(8 = x) =P(G(l,a*)nW(x+l)|H(l))
= P(G(l,x)nW(x + l))/P(H(l))
(5.4)
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Because the Boolean model is nonheavy, P(B-00rX) = 0. Hence, since W(-i) and E(l
-
i,x)
are independent and the process is stationary,
P(G(l,x)) = P(W(0))P(E(l,z)).
i=x
By Eq. 5.1, Eq. 5.6 can be written as
(5.6)
P(G(l,x)) = P(W(0)f P(K = k).
The joint probability P(G(1, x) flW(x + 1)) can be computed conditionally:
P(G(l,x)nW(x + l)) = P(W(x + l)|G(l,x))P(G(l,x))
=
qP(G(l,x))
= P(W(0))pZ?=xP(K = k).
As for H(l), we make a similar decomposition
H(l) = (J UWH) n E(x
-
*, i + 1) nW(j + 2)
i=0j=0
OO 00
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Figure 5-2: Depletion-time densities for shifted-Poisson service times with mean 6.
and compute its probability with the nonheavy assumption as
-P(H(i))
= ,~oEoP(W(-i) n E(i
-
i,j + 1) nw(j + 2))
= P(W(0))EoEoJW
- U + l))^(W(j + 2)|E(1
-
i, j + 1) nW(-i))
= P(W(0))7E,^oEo ^(E(l -ij + 1))
= P(W(0))9E~o Y?=o^(E(l, * + j + 1))
= P(W(0))-7 EfcLo 2Zi,r.i>oj>o,i+j+i=kP(W, fc))
= P(W(0))izEfc=i*-P(E(l,fc))
= p(w(o))p=1fcP(tf = fc))
= P(W(0))pE[K].
(5.10)
Taking the ratio of Eq. 5.8 by Eq. 5.10 produces the desired result.
Figure 5-2 shows depletion-time densities under various arrival rates. Service times are
distributed shifted Poisson. Longer depletion times have higher probabilities when the arrival
rate is larger.
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5.3 Busy time for a specified number of arrivals
Often it is of interest to know the density of a busy time produced by a specified number
of arrivals. Since all arrivals in a busy time are serviced, the number of arrivals in a busy
time is the number of customers serviced. This would allow one to determine the conditional
probability of the number of customers serviced given the length of the busy time and the
probability of the length of a contiguous busy time given a certain number of arrivals. We seek
to fist the mutually exclusive ways to form an E-event with n arrivals. Let En(l,m) be the
event E (l,m) with exactly n arrivals. Define En(l,m) to be the empty set when n > m.
Similarly, let ET,(l,m) be the event with E(l,m) with exactly n arrivals and the empty set if




Proposition 23 The event E(l,m) has probability
m n




P(E'n_1(m-n + l,m)) = F(0)l[(F(i)-F(0)) (5.13)
i=l
and P(E'0(l,m)) = F(0)m.
Proof. Decompose the event E^(l,m) by the time of the first arrival:
mn .
E^l,m) = (J [(Xi = o) n . . . n (Xj-i =
0)n(l<Xj<m-
j) n tin_x(j + 1,m)\ (5.14)
J=l
By disjointness and independence, we obtain Eq. 5.12. As for the initial condition, in the
interval [m n + 1,m], which contains n points, we have
E'n(m - n + l,m) = (1 < Xm_n+1 < n
-
1) n . . . D (1 < Xm-i < 1) n (Xm
= 0). (5.15)
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Equation 5.14 is a double recursion depending on events on interval lengths shorter than m
and fewer that n arrivals. For example, let m = 4. For n = 3 and j = 1:
Xi 1 2 3 1 2 3
X2 2 2 2 1 1 1
X3 1 1 1 1 1 1
X4 0 0 0 0 0 0
for re = 2 and j = 1:
for n = 2 and j = 2:
for n = 1 and j = 1:
for n = 1 and j = 2:
Xi 3 3 2 2 1 1 3 2 1
X2 212121000






Xi 1 2 3
X2 0 0 0
X3 0 0 0











Proposition 24 The event En(l,m) has probability
P(E(l,m)) = 53^ [P(m) - F(j - 1)] P(E;_1(2, j))P(E_i(j + l,m)) (5.16)
t=i j=i
Proof. We decompose the event E(l,m). First, (Xi > 0) must be a constituent event, else
the system is unoccupied at time i = 1. There are re 1 arrivals to assign between events of
type
E'
and events of type E. Equation 2.5 is generalized to:
m k ( n
E(l,m) = U (J \ (Xi = k) n 1J [e;_!(2, j) n En_,(j + 1,
k=lj=l I t=l
m) (5.17)
where 1 < re < m, E\_x(2,j) is the empty set if i 1 > j 1 and En_i(j + 1,m) is the empty
set if re i > m j. By disjointness and independence,
P(Ere(l,m)) = EZLi Ej=i {P(^i = fc) E"=i [P(E;_:(2, j))P(En_i(j + 1,m))] }
= E7=i EE=; {-?(*! = fc) E"=i [P(E;_1(2, j))P(En_i(j + 1,m))j }
= E?=iEi E=;Wi
= fc) [P(E;_1(2,j))P(En_i(i + l,m))]




1)] P(E;_!(2, j))P(En-i(j + 1,m))
(5.18)
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n\m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 6.064 2.729 61.40 92.10 103.6 93.25 69.94 44.96 25.29 12.64
2 0.025 0.450 2.855 9.456 19.94 30.31 35.84 35.50 30.81
3 0.000 0.013 0.153 0.830 2.603 5.521 8.844 11.60
4 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.077 0.314 0.838 0.166
5 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.008 0.037 0.117
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.004
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000





of a busy period of length rre and re arrivals.




















4)nEo(0) ={(4, 2, 0,0), (4, 1,0,0), (4, 0,1,0)}
Denote by K the length of a busy time in which there are exactly
re arrivals. As in
the discussion preceding Theorem 21, P(Kn
=
m) is interpreted as the probability
ofW(0) n
E(l,m)nW(m-fl) conditioned on the commencement of a busy
time: W(0)nD(l). Following
the derivation in Eq. 2.19 of Chapter 2, we obtain
P(Kn = m) = P(En(l,m))q/p. (5.19)
Table 5.1 shows values for P(Kn = m) for p = 0.1 and shifted-Poisson
service times with mean
6.
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n\m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1000 999.1 992.7 969.8 915.1 817.8 680.1 518.9 358.7 222.5
2 0.898 7.283 30.06 83.52 174.8 293.8 413.7 503.5 542.0
3 0.005 0.136 1.355 7.281 25.32 63.72 125.4 204.1
4 0.000 0.005 0.091 0.751 3.626 11.89 29.22
5 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.088 0.528 2.062
6 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.011 0.077
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001
8 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.000 0.000
10 0.000
Table 5.2: Conditional probabilities
xlO3
of re customers served given busy period length m.




= P(Kn = m)/P(K = m) (5.20)
where P(K = m) is given in Eq. 5.1. Since each arrival is served, Eq. 5.20 is
interpreted as
the probability re customers are served in a busy time of length m. Table 5.2 shows several
densities tabulated using Eq. 5.20 with p
= 0.1 and shifted-Poisson service times with mean 6.
As busy times increase so do the probabilities of a greater number of customers being served.
5.4 Number of customers
The number of customers in the system at a given time is another random variable whose
density can be expressed in a recursive fashion. Let TV denote the number of customers in the
system at a given time, say t = 0 without loss of generality. We already have the probability
of one event: P(7V = 0) = P(W(0)), given in Eq. 3.33, namely the probability the system
in empty at a given time. For the remaining
events (TV > 0), we use a partitioning argument
resulting in recursive formula. Let N(l,m;i), 0
< i < m, denote the event that point m is
covered by i service times from customers arriving in [1, rre] with the first customer arriving at
t = 1. In other words, a customer arrives at t
= 1 and remains in the system until t = m, and
i 1 customers who arrive in [2,m] remain in the system at t
= m. For example, let m = 4,
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i = 2. Then N(l,4;2) consists of the following disjoint events:
(Xi > 4) n (x2 > 3) n (x3 < i) n (x4 = o)
(Xi > 4) n (x2 < 2) n (x3 > 2) n (x4 = o)
(xx > 4) n (x2 < 2) n (x3 < l) n (x4 > l)
(5.21)
Let W(7; rre) denote the event that none of the arrivals before or at I remain in the system until
t = m. Using similar arguments to those leading to Eq. 3.33 yields
P(W(l;m)) = TlF(j +m-l).
3=0
Proposition 25 The number of customers at a specified time t has density
P(N = 0) = P(W(0)),
oo
p(tv = i) = Yl p(w(*
- !; ))(P(N(h "; 0), > o5
where
mi+l













P(N(fc + \,m;i- 1)), i > 2, (5.25)
(5.26)
(5.27)
Proof. The event (TV = i) can be decomposed into a union of disjoint events:
oo
(N = i)= \J W(-m; 0) DN(l
-






















Figure 5-3: Densities for
TV*
when the service-time density is shifted Poisson with mean 6.
Using disjointness and stationarity, Eq. 5.24 follows. It remains to compute P(N(1 m, 0; i)) =
P(N(l,m; i)) for i > 2. We do this by decomposing the event on the time of the second arrival:
mi+l
N(l,m; i) = (X1>m)D |J
fc=i





Using disjointness, independence, and stationarity we arrive at Eq. 5.25. Regarding Eq. 5.26,
if there is only one arrival, then the first arrival at t
= 1 must stay in the system until t
= rre
and any arrivals in [2, rre] must finish service before rre. The initial condition P(N(l,i;i))
=
FI'.~q(1 F(j)) follows because each independent arrival in [l,i] must remain in the system
until time i.
Figure 5-3 shows densities for TV with a range of arrival probabilities for a queueing system
with shifted-Poisson service time withmean 6. As expected, larger arrival rates shift the density
to the right. The probability that there are i customers in the system given that the system is
busy is given by
P(TV = s|H(i))
= P(TV = i)/(l - P(W(i))) (5.30)
for i > 1, since (TV = i) C H(t) and P(H(t)) = 1
- P(W(t)). Figure 5-4 shows the densities in
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Figure 5-4: Densities for TV given H(i) when the service-time densities are shifted Poisson with
mean 6.
5.5 Nonhomogeneous arrival and service processes
Several problems relating to nonstationary arrival processes can be solved using the decom
position Eq. 2.5. The probability of each constituent event can be computed with different
arrival-service distributions. Assume that at each point in time the arrival probability or the
service time for that arrival can change. That is, each random variable Xj has an arrival-service
time distribution P,. The probability of a fundamental event such as E(/, rre) is then a function
of the distributions Fi, . . . , Fm. In the following discussion, we let the distributions be implicit.
We still maintain independence of these random variables. By keeping track of the random
variables composing the fundamental event, we compute its probability,
ml+l k
P(E(l,m))= ^2P(Xl = k)P(E'(l + l,l+j-l)P(E(l+j,m)). (5.31)
fc=l j=l
Each of the probabilities in the summand can be computed recursively. The length of the busy
time depends on the time of its first arrival. Suppose that t = 1 is the time of this first arrival.
As in the discussion preceding Theorem 21, to obtain the density of the busy times when the
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busy time
Figure 5-5: Nonstationary busy-time probabilities.
first arrival is at t = 1, we condition upon an arrival at this time to an empty system:
P(K = rre)
= P(W(0) DE(l, rre) nW(rre + 1)|W(0) nD(l))
= P(E(l,m))Pm+i(0)/(l - Pi(0))
(5.32)
The probability of eventW(0) depends on an infinite sequence of distributions. However, W(0)
is independent of both E(l,rre) and D(l). By shifting, Eq. 5.32 shows the density of the busy
time as a function of time.
For example, let arrival rates depend upon time and cycle through seven values {0.01, 0.05,
0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30} with p = 0.01 at t = 0. Assume that the service distribution is
shifted Poisson with mean 6. Figure 5-5 shows graphs of Eq. 5.32 under these conditions for
t = 0, . . . , 10. The graphs cycle with a period of 7.
The density of the length of an idle time on [1, rre] can be computed to be
P(V = m) =(l-Fm+i(0))UT=2Fi(0) (5.33)




The analysis for nonstationary queues can be applied to the occupation time of a queueing
system. Although the queueing system is stationary, we will compute probabilities by letting
the distributions change as a function of time. The occupation time is the amount of time for
the system to empty if no more arrivals are allowed given that it is occupied. Let r denote this
random variable. Let us designate a point in time, t = 1, where we do the analysis. After this
time, we let the distributions be identically equal to 1 (i.e., Pi(0) = 1 for i > 1 ) to enforce
the constraint that no more arrivals are allowed. The occupation time is the depletion time
under this arrival regime. The event that there are x time units left in the busy period is
G(l,:r) HW(x + 1), where there are no more arrivals after r = 1, and when we compute its
probability this must be taken into account. We recruit the proof of Proposition 22 making
modifications to handle the fact that there are no more arrivals after t = 1.
Now, G(l,a;) n
W(ar-|-
1) C H(l), as before. The conditional probability we seek is
P(r = x) =F(G(l,i)nW(x+l)|H(l))
= P(G(l,x)nW(x + l))/P(H(l)).
The G-event in the numerator can be decomposed into disjoint events as in Eq. 5.5 yielding
the probability formula
oo
P(G(l,x)) = P(W(0))^P(E(l-i,x)). (5.35)
i=l
Unlike Proposition 22, there is no busy-time random variable with which to simplify this ex
pression. We have that P(W(x+ l)\G(l,x)) = 1 for x > 1. Putting these statements together








The probability P(E(1 i,x)) is computed as in Eq. 5.31 where we use F for Xj, i < 1 and 1,
otherwise.










Figure 5-6: Occupation-time densities for shifted-Poisson service times with mean 6.
distribution as Fig. 5-2. The tails of the occupation-time densities fall off faster than those for
depletion-time densities. TUso, no matter what the arrival rate, the system is essentially empty
by t = 20.
5.7 Service times depending on order of arrival
Until now we have assumed that arrivals as well as service times are independent. If we
allow service times to be dependent, we can then analyze the situation where service times
depend upon order of arrival. For example, the first arrival to an idle system might experience
exceptional service [5]. Distributions of service times for subsequent arrivals might also vary
according to the number of previous arrivals during this busy time. We assume that the arrival
process is homogeneous with constant probability p. The service time distribution, C, will be
allowed to vary according to previous arrivals. In this scenario, the
arrival-service time random
variables are decidedly not independent. However, we can still make use of disjointness to
compute the busy-time densities.
We consider the interval [l,rre], as before, keeping in mind that we will use this interval to
compute the probability of an E-event conditioned by an initial arrival. We partition E(l,m)
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into covering events with exactly 1,2,..., rre arrivals using Eq. 5.11. For each En event, let
the service time distribution be a function of previous arrivals. Let Cm be the service time
distribution of the first arrival, and so on. We are interested in computing probabilities of
Ej-events and En_,-events as part of a recursion. The event decomposition is like that of Eq.
5.17 except that we make explicit the random variables composing each covering event:
m-l+1 fc r n "j
En(Z,m) = (J ]j\(Xl = k)n\j[E'i_l(l + l,l+j-l)nEn-i(l+j,m)]\, (5.37)
fc=l j=l I i=l J
where 1 < re < m, Ei_1(Z
-*- 1,Z + j 1) is the empty set if i 1 > j 1 and E_j(Z + j,m) is
the empty set ifn i > m
Z
j + 1. The probability of En(l, rre), if immediately preceded by
an idle time, depends on C(i), . . . , C^ny
As in Proposition 24
ml+l k n
P(E(Z,m))= Y, EP(^' = fe)E{p(*^-i(Z + 1-Z+J-1))P(E-.(-+^'n))} (5-38)
fc=l j=l i=l
Within the double sum, the first term is the probability of the first arrival. The index I is the
first point in the interval. The next term computes the probability of the remaining events
required to exactly cover the interval with the next arrivals. It is decomposed into events
with re 1 arrivals, i 1 arrivals forming an E -event and the remaining re i forming an
E-event. Within this decomposition, the probability of an Ej_1-event depends on service time
distributions C(2) through C(,-) and the probability of an Era_j-event depends on service time
distributions C(i+1) through C().






F-(0)] P(E'n_1(l + j,m)) (5.39)
where P(E;(m - n + l,m)) = qU?=iPC{i)(n -i + 1), Pi(fc) = q + pC(1)(fc), k
= 0, 1, . . ., and
C(i) is the first distribution on stack.
For example, consider the probability of E4(l,8) immediately preceded by an idle state. To
illustrate computation, we show the summands of Eq. 5.38 for j = 4 and k = 5. The table in
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Eq. 5.40 shows which service distributions are used for constituent events.
i P(Xi = 5) f(E;_-(2,4)) P(En_i(5,8))
1 cm C{2), C(3), C(4)
2 C(1) C(2) c{3), c(4)
3 C(1) C(2)> C(3) C(4)
(5.40)
4 C(x) C(2), C(3), C(4)
-
Now consider P(E3(5, 8)) from the forth column of the second row. This is also computed with
Eq. 5.38 with Z = 5 and the distributions C(2), C(3), and C(4). The table in Eq. 5.41 shows
which distributions are used for constituent events when j = 2 and k = 3.
i P(X5 = 3) P(EU(6)) P(En_,(7,8))
1 c(2) C(3), C(4)
2 C(2) C(3) <?(4)
(5.41)
C(
3 C(2) C(3), C(4)
-
The last row ofEq. 5.41 does not contribute to the probability of E3(5, 8) because E'2(6) is the
empty set.
One can think of the service-time distributions occupying a stack with C(i) at the top.
An initial event E(l,m), preceded by an idle period comes with a stack of rre service-time
distributions, C^), . . . , C(m). E(l, rre) occurs if and only if one of Ei (1, rre), ... , Em(l, rre) occurs
(Eq. 5.11). Let it be E(l,rre). The first arrival pops the first service-time distribution off the
stack to use for its service time. The stack is now passed to the E^_1-event which pops off the
next i 1 distributions for its service times. Finally, the remaining En_, pops off n
- i service-
time distributions off the stack. In the discussion preceding Eq. 5.31, we assumed that the
distributions used for each covering event were determined by the particular random variables
composing it. Here, the distributions are determined by the "stack
state."
With Eqs. 5.11, 5.38, and 5.39, P(E(l,rre)) is computed. The event types W and G have
complicated probability expressions, but to compute busy time and idle time probabilities, their


















The idle-time density is the same geometric density as in Eq. 5.2 since q and p are stationary.
The depletion-time arguments for the stationary model work here as well with the probabilities
of this model. Figure 5-7 shows busy-time densities when the service-time density is shifted
Poisson, with mean 6.0 for the first arrival and decreasing by 1.0 (until 1.0 is reached) for
subsequent arrivals. These densities have thinner tails than those in Fig. 5-1 where the service-
time density is the same for all arrivals.
5.8 Batch arrivals
Brown and Ross [4] established densities for the number of customers being served at a given
instant and the occupation time for an infinite-server queue with nonhomogeneous arrival pro
cess and batch arrivals. We can do the same here for the discrete case by suitably modifying the
service-arrival time to take batch arrivals into account. Under the batch arrival scenario, the
number of customers in an arrival event is a random variable R (with density /#, say). Each
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Figure 5-8: Busy-time densities for batch arrivals.
C. The service time T of the batch is the maximum service time for all customers in the batch:
T = max{Ti, . ..,Tr}. The distribution for the service time of a batch of r customers is
P(T<k) =P(max{Ti,...,Tr} < fc)
= P(Ti < fc, - - - , Pr < fc)
= p(Ti < fc)
- - P(rr < fc)
= Cr(k).
(5.43)
The probability that a batch has r customers is fii(r). Therefore, the batch arrival service-time
distribution is
oo
Cbatch(fc) = J2Cr(k)fR(r), k > 0. (5.44)
r=l
All of the previous arguments for fundamental events, busy times and idle times can be invoked
for batch-arrival processes, homogeneous or otherwise, when the service-time distribution is
replaced by this batch-arrival service time. For example, Fig. 5-8 shows busy-time densities
when the service times are shifted Poisson with mean 6.0 but the arrivals are in batches and
contain 1, 2, or 3 customers with equal probability. As one would expect, longer busy times
have greater probabilities than those in Fig. 5-1.
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We compute the density of the number of customers being served in the system. Each
arrival brings with it a random number of customers in a batch. We require the probability of
the event that r of the customers arriving at time t
= 1 stay in the system until time t
= rre. Let
Xr(l, rre), rre > 1, be the event that for a batch arrival at time t = 1 there are r of the customers
still in the system at t = rre, r > 0. The events
Xn
(i, rre) and XT' (j, rre) are independent if
i ^ j. Let R be the random variable of the number of arrivals in a batch and let it have density
fR.(r) with /r(0)
= 0. The event Xr(l,m) has probability
P(Xr(l,m)) = f) ^) [1 - C(m -
l))r
C-r(m - l)fR(b) (5.45)
where C is the service-time distribution of a single customer and P(Xr(l,l))
= /fi(r'). The
summand in the RHS ofEq. 5.45 represents the binomial probability that given R
= b customers
in the batch, r of the them stay in the system until t = rre (probability 1 C(m 1)) and the
remainder leave the system by t = rre (probability C(m 1)). Multiply by the probability of
there being exactly R = b customers in the batch and sum over all batch sizes to yield the
probability that there are exactly r customers arriving at t
= 1 and still in the system at t = rre.
Note that P(X(l,m)) =
CbatchO71- l)i i-e-, the probability that all customers leave by t = rre.
Let N(ri,...,rm) be the event that exactly r = ri +
- - + rm customers arriving in the
interval [1, rre] remain in the system at t = rre, no customer arriving before t = 1 is in the system
at t = rre, r^ from the batch arriving at t = i are in the system at t = rre, i
= 1, . . . , rre, and
ri > 0. We allow
r,-
= 0 to denote the case that there is no arrival at t = i (P(ri = 0) = q). As
before, let Nm denote the random variable of the number of customers being serviced at time rre,
but now under the batch arrival scenario. The event (Nm = 0) is the event that the system is
empty and its probability is found using 3.33 using the batch distribution F(k) = q+pCha.tch(k),
k > 0. For r > 0, the event (Nm = r) decomposes into mutually exclusive events
oo




and thus has probability
oo
P(Nm = r) =Y Y. N(rm_,,...,rm), (5.47)
rm_,>0
r = 1,2, It remains to determine the probability ofN(ri,...,rm). Let Z(r\,.. .,rm) = {i :
^ > 0, 2 < i < rre} U {1}, the times of arrivals and let pbe the number of its elements. Then
P(N(n, ..., rm)) = nSo [9 + pCbatch(rre + i)}
qm-"pP
U^z(n rro)
[P(^-rj 0', ))1 (5"48)
The first term of the RHS of Eq. 5.48 represents the probability that no customers arriving
before t = 1 remain in the system at t = rre. The second term represents the probability that
rre p of the slots have no arrivals and the last term shows the probability of customers arriving
in Z(ri,...,rm) and remaining in the system until t = rre. We require that r\ > 0 in order to
ensure disjointness in Eq. 5.46.
One can also condition (Nm = r) on the event that the system is busy,
P(Nm = r|H(m)) = P(Nm = r)/(l
- P(W(m))). (5.49)
For example, suppose that the batches contain up to 7 customers, with equal probability.
Suppose that the service-time distribution is uniform on [1,4]. Figure 5-9 shows densities of
the number of customers using Eq. 5.49 with several arrival rates.
5.9 Optimal estimator
In previous work we derived what in signal processing is termed the optimal filter for awindowed
signal-union-noise observation. In the queueing context, we postulate arrivals of two different
types of customers or requests, instead of signal and noise. Both processes are required to be
mutually independent. We also allow two different customer types
to arrive simultaneously.
The optimal filter is interpreted as the minimum-mean-square-error estimate of whether one
customer type is present in the system at a particular time t given an observation of the system










Figure 5-9: Densities of the number of customers in the system with batch arrivals at a point
in time given that the system is busy




Analysis of the nondirectional ID
Boolean model
In Chapter 2, the ID Boolean model was required to be directional. That is, segments had
centers at their left end points and emanated to the right. In this chapter, we relax this
assumption and let the center be anywhere in the segment and say that segments can emanate
to the left and right from a point. This model is more general than the directional one. For
example, a single line segment of length from 1 to rre can occur only one way in the directional
model: a line segment of length rre emanating from point 1. In the nondirectional case, this
outcome could occur rre ways. That is, the center could be at any of the rre points from 1 to rre.
The self-covering E-event is even more complicated in this model. One advantage of this model
is that it allows a richer probability model: a joint probability distribution for lengths to the
left and right of the center. Another advantage is that we obtain a more general inducement
theorem. Finally, it is of mathematical interest to see how far one can push the recursive
decomposition of Eq. 2.5. Indeed, this approach appears to be quite general. We obtain a
recursive expression for the nondirectional case that reduces to Eq. 2.5 when restricted to a
single direction. We also get an analytical formulation of the optimal windowed signal-union-
noise filter for Boolean models in this case.
The penalty for allowing emanation in both directions, as we shall see, is that probabilities
become practically incomputable for large intervals due to combinatorial explosion. In fact, it
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is easy to see that there are more than
2m
1 outcomes in E(l,rre) since we can choose 1 up
to rre points from the interval [1, rre] to cover itself.
6.1 The model
In the one-dimensional discrete case, a Bernoulli process which determines positions on the line
and a random variable choosing lengths of line segments which are placed there. Typically
one chooses the left-hand endpoint of the segments to be the center of the random sets. That
is, the segments are positioned with the left-hand endpoint corresponding to an outcome of
the Bernoulli process. For example, let {i,2,-..} be the outcomes of the germ process and
{[0,:ri l],[0,rr2 1],...} be the outcomes of the grain process. The Boolean model outcome
is the collection of sets: {[i,xi+i 1], [2,x2 +2 1],. ..} and the germ-grain model is the
union of these sets: U^f^x,- +& 1]. For the center to be anywhere within the set, we need
to introduce another variable and let segments emanate to the left and to the right. Let X > 1
be the random variable of the lengths of the segments to the left and let Y > 1 denote the
random variable for the segment length to the right. The random variables X and Y possess
joint pdf CXy. The total length of the segment is X + Y 1. We identify the indexed pair
(x^ yi) with the interval [i Xi + l,i+ yi 1]. Let p be the probability that a segment appears
at a given point (called the marking probability) and let q
= 1 p. It is convenient to combine
the marking and segment length probabilities:
FXy(x,y)
=
q + pCXY(x,y), (6.1)
% > 0, y > 0, where we define CXy(0, ) = CXy(-,0) = 0. There is only one outcome with
nonzero probability for a single point to be covered: (X = 1,Y = 1), occurring with probability
pC(l, 1). The probability ofno segment emanating is FXy(0, 0) = q. The marginal distributions
will play an important role: Fx(x) = q + pCx(x), Fy(y)
=
q + pCy(y), where Cx(0) =
Cy(0) = 0. Point i covers point j if a segment appearing at i reaches j: (Xi, Yi) = (xj, r/j) and




Figure 6-1: Event W(l,2).
6.2 Fundamental nondirectional events
Of fundamental importance for estimation is the probability of various covering events. Let
W(l,m) denote the event that no point in [l,m] is white i.e., no point in [l,rre] is covered
owing to any outcomes on the line. DefineW(i,i) = W(z). The event W(l,rre) is comprised of
events before point 1 and after rre, where segments are too short to cover any points in [l,m],
and no segments emanating from within the interval (Fig. 6-1).











where convergence is part of the conclusion.
Proof. The eventW(l,rre) is comprised of an infinite sequence of independent events:
W(l,rre) = (\>i(Yi-i < i)nfT=i((Xi,Yi)
= (0,0)) nfViPQ+m < i). (6.3)






i (Ki-i < 0 D f]ti (Xi+m < i)
= 7ralim^oo [n.^i Fx(ij\ [nili Fv(i)}
which converges provided that X and Y have finite means [12].
(6.4)
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Another viewpoint is to consider white events caused by outcomes to the left or to the right
of an interval. Let ~WL(l,m) be the event that [l,rre] is white owing to outcomes at or before
rre. Only the right emanating halves of the segments occurring at 1 or before come into play.
The event can be written




W(l,m) = f]((Xi,Yi) = (0,0)) n f](Xi+m < i). (6.6)
i=l t>l
Given these expressions, we write
W(l,rre) =WL(l,rre)nWR(l,rre), (6.7)
meaning that an interval is white if and only if it does not cover any of itself and is cov
ered neither from the left nor from the right. Using marginal distributions, the corresponding
probabilities of these events are
oo





The most important fundamental event describes how an interval covers itself exactly. This
event is the foundation of all covering events. Let E(l, rre) be the event that points in the interval
[l,rre] cover the interval and no segment extends outside, neither to the left nor to the right.
The event E(l,m) depends only on the random variables (Xi,Yi) ,..., (Xm,Ym). We say that
E(l, rre) is the union of all the ways an interval can cover itself exactly. As part of a recursion
to appear shortly, we need to define E^(l,rre), all exactly self-covering outcomes from segments
emanating from points in A C [l,rre] (Fig. 6-2). With this notation, E(l,rre) = E[im](l,rre).
Table 6.1 shows an example of this event.
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Table 6.1: Six outcomes comprising event E[12](l,2)
Related to E is the event ET(i,j), which is the event that points i and j are not covered
by segments emanating from any point in T. For technical reasons, we define ET(i,j)
= Q, the
entire event space, if i > j or T = 0. As a special case, denote ET(i, i) by ET(i).
Let X-s(i,j) be the event that precisely the points in S are marked, the left segment from
every point in S reaches i and stops there, no right segment extends beyond j, and at least on
segment covers j, That is,
Xs(r\j) = {(Xt = xi,Yl=yi):xt + l = i for all Z S, and j = max^ + 1-1}, (6.10)
i.e., all the events where segments emanating from points in S, each segment covers i, and j
is the maximum point covered. Table 6.2 shows an example. The following proposition shows
how any exactly self-covering event from points in a subset A of the interval can be decomposed
into three independent events. The events are independent because they are outcomes of three
disjoint subsets ofA. The last event in the decomposition is also an exactly self-covering event,
but on a smaller interval, resulting in a recursive decomposition of a covering event. Figure
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Figure 6-3: Decomposition of an E,--event.
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6-3 shows a decomposition of an E^-event where A = {1,2,5,6,11,12,13,15}, S = {1,6},
(XuYi) = (1,6), (X2,Y2) = (1,1), (X5,T5) = (2,3), (X6,Y6) = (6,4), (XlltYn) = (0,0),
(Xi2,Y12) = (1,5), (X13,Yi3) = (9,1), (X15,Yi5) = (0,0).
Proposition 27 77ie event EA(l,m), A C [l,m], can be decomposed into disjoint and inde
pendent events:
m k
EA(l,m)= \J (J U [xS(l,fc)nE'[Mny,.5(l,j)nEb+1,mN_s(i + l,m)] , (6.11)
SdA t=maxS j=l
with initial conditions Eq_.(i,j) = 0 and E0(i,j) = Q for all i and j.
Proof. Let a; E,4(l,m) and let S be the set of points in A covering the point 1 in u>. The
set
5"
is non-empty since otherwise 1 would not be covered. Let k be the furthest point to the
right of all the segments emanating from points in S. Of course, 1 < k < rre, by definition of
E^l,). Thus u; Xg(l, fc). Note also that S C [l,fc] fl A. Consider the remaining points
in the set A S and let j be the largest index not covered by the remaining points if such a
point exists. If no such point exists, then the remaining points cover [2, rre]. Otherwise we have
j < k, for ifnot, then j is a point which is not covered in [fc+ 1 , rre] . Thus the interval [fc+ 1 , rre]
is not completely covered by point in A since j is not covered by points in 5 nor by points in
A S. Therefore j < fc. Now, since j is not covered by A S, it is not covered by the subset
[l,j] flA S, hence u> E Ejx -,nj4_5(l,j). Finally, consider the remaining interval [j + l,rre].
No segment from \j + 1, rre] fl A S extends beyond j + 1 since j is not covered by A S
and no segment extends beyond rre since u Ej4(l,rre). The interval [j + l,rre] is covered by
\J + l,m]r\A S, otherwise j would not be the maximum point not covered by A S. Hence,
u> E_j+i,m]r>A-s(J + 1,m)-
Conversely, the interval [1, rre] is covered becauseXs(l, fc), covers [1, fc] and Ey+1<mpA_s(j+
1,m), j < fc, covers [fc + 1, rre].
Disjointness follows because Xs(l,fc) nXr(l,fc) = 0 for 5 # T , X5(l,fc) n Xs(l,l) = 0




P(Xs(l,fc)) = J] P(Xt = i,Yi + i-l<k)-T[ P(X{ = i,Yi + i-l<k) (6.12)
Proof. Introduce Xs(l, < fc), the event comprised of all outcomes such that S covers 1 and
no segments exceed fc. Owing to independence, this event has probability
P(X5(1, < fc)) = J] p(Xi = i,Yi<k-i + l). (6.13)
The result follows from
P(Xs(l,fc)) =P(X5(l,<fc))-P(X5(l,<fc-l)). (6-14)
Proposition 29
P(E'A(i,j))=l[FY(i-k)TlFx(k-j) H FXY(i-k,k-j) (6.15)
kA kA kA
k<i k>j i<k<j
Proof. Partition the set A into points less than i, greater than j, and within the interval [i,j].
The result follows from the decomposition:
E'A(i,j) =C[(Yk<i-k)nr\(X^k-^n fl (Xk<i-k,Yk< k-j). (6.16)
kA keA keA
k<i k>j i<k<j
Proposition 30 The probability that the interval [1, rre] is exactly self-covering is P(E[lm] (1, rre))
where
m k




and with initial conditions P(E{fcj(i, j)) = P(Xk = k i + 1, Yk = j fc + 1), P(E$(i, j)) = 0,
and P(E'd(i,j)) = 1, for i < j.
Proof. Equation 6.17 follows from Proposition 6.11 by disjointness and independence.
When the model is directional, say segments emanate to the right, A"s(l,fc) = 0 unless
S = {1}, in which case, the event Xs(l,fc) reduces to the outcome (Y\ = fc), A = [l,m],
Ej4_5(1,j) = Er2 -i(2,j), the event that no segment emanating from any point in [2,j] covers
j, and EAs(j + l,rre) = E^+ljm](j + l,m). In other words, the recursive expressions reduce
to the ones for the directional case [12], [25].
Equation 6.17 is computed in software via recursive function calls. It requires at least
2m
additions since the first summation is over all nonempty subsets of the interval [1, rre]. This fact
precludes calculation of covering probabilities for all but small intervals. For example, letting
p
= 0.1 with X and Y being independently distributed shifted Poisson (Poisson variate plus 1)
with means 9X and 9y, respectively, results in the following table of probability values:
(ox, eY) (2,11) (3,10) (4,9) (5,8) (6,7)
(11,2) (10,3) (9,4) (8,5) (7,6)
P(E[li6](l,6)) 0.0068 0.0073 0.0080 0.0089 0.0100
We can define other covering events as well. We define the event D(l,rre) to be those
outcomes where segments emanating within or after [l,rre] cover the interval but none extend
before 1. The event D(l,rre) is a union of outcomes of {(Xi,Yi)}i>i. Similarly, define G(l,m)
to be those outcomes where segments emanate from within or before [1, rre] to cover the interval
but none extend beyond rre. G(l, rre) is a union of outcomes of {(Xi, Yi)}i<m. Finally, H(l, rre)
is the event where the interval is covered (sometimes termed the total coverage of the interval) .
Each of these can be represented as a disjoint union ofW and E-events.
We henceforth assume Boolean models to be nonheavy.
Proposition 31 The event D(l,m) has probability
oo oo
P(D(1, rre)) = P(E(1,m + )) fl Fx(i). (6.18)
t=0 t=0
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Proof. We first show that the event has decomposition
oo
D(l,m)= (jE(l,rre + z)nW*(rre + t + l)UB-.i0O, (6.19)
i=0
where Bi,,^ is the event that the infinite half interval [l,oo) is covered. Let u) D(l,rre). Let
re be the maximum position greater than or equal to rre such that the set [l,re] covers re in w.
Then u E(l,re). Moreover, u WR(n + 1) since otherwise re would not be the largest point
with [l,re] covering re in u. Conversely, let w E(l,rre + i) D Wfl(rre + i + l) for some i > 0.
Then by definition of E(l, rre + i), the interval [1, rre + i] is covered and no segment emanating
from within the interval extends before 1. The fact that lo E WR(m + i + 1) guarantees that
no segment emanating after rre + i extends to or before rre + i and thus cannot reach 1.
Owing to nonheaviness, P(Boo) =0. The probability expression follows by disjointness and
independence.
Using similar arguments, the next two propositions follow.
Proposition 32 The event G(l,rre) has probability
oo oo
P(G(l,rre)) = ]7*V(*)P(E(1 -z,rre)). (6.20)
t=0 i=0
Proposition 33 The event P(H(l,rre)) has probability
oo oo oo oo
P(II(l,m)) = Y[Fy(i)Y,Y,B(1-i'm + J)Y[FX(i). (6.21)
i=0 i=0 3=0 i=0
These fundamental events and their probabilities will be used to provide formulas for the
likelihood functions ofwindowed observations of the non-directional germ-grain model.
6.3 Likelihood function
Suppose we observe the outcome of a non-directional germ-grain model through awindow [1, rre],
say. Such an observation is a sequence of runs of black and white points, which we call black
and white runlengths, respectively. Let Bi be the length of the ith. black run (we allow Pj = 0
for the first and last black runlength of an observation) and let Wi be the length of the ith
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white run. Thus a windowed observation is a random vector (Po,Wi,Pi, - - , Wn, Bn) (where
Bo = 0 means that the observation begins with a white runlength and Bn = 0 means that the
observation end with a white runlength). The observation must be expressed via fundamental
events for its likelihood to be computed.
A simple observation is an all-white runlength: (Bq,Wi,Bi) with Bq = Bi = 0 and W\ =
rre. This corresponds to the fundamental event W(l,rre) and its probability is given by Eq.
6.2. Another simple observation is an all-black observation Po = ri, and its corresponding
fundamental event is H(l,rre) with probability given in Eq. 6.21. An observation of the form
(Bo,Wi,Bi, W2,P2) with Po = P2 = 0 corresponds to the fundamental events WL(l,Wi) n
E(Wi + 1,Wi + Pi)D WR(Wi +Pi + 1,Wi +Pi +W2) where Wi + Pi +W2 = rre. The three
events are independent since they are outcomes of disjoint collections of random variables and




In general, an observation of the form (P0W1P1 . . . WnBn) with Po = Bn = 0 has probability
oo oo n1
P(Bo,Wi,Bi,...,Wn,Bn) = q^Wi\{Fx(i)X[Fy(i)XlP(E(\,Bi)). (6.22)
t=l i=l i=l
Another important class of observations occurs when a partial black runlength is observed.
For example, consider the case (Po, Wi) with Po > 0, where a partial black runlength is observed
on the left. We cannot say how long the run actually is. This observation is equivalent to the
fundamental events
G(l,P0)nW(Po + l,Wi-r-Po) = G(l,Po)nW*(Po + l,Wi+P0). (6.23)
Once again, by independence,
oo







Similarly, for Pi > 0,
oo
P(Wi,Bi) = qw^l[Fy(i)P(B(l,Bi)). (6.25)
i=l
We are now ready to state the general likelihood function for observations (Po, Wi, Pi, . . . , Wn, Bn)
with incomplete black runlengths. With P0 > 0, Bn > 0:
n-1
P(P0,Wi,P1,...,Wn,Pn) = gEr=1^p(G(l,P0))P(D(l,Pn)) J] P(E(1,B0), (6-26)
for P0 > 0, P = 0:
P(Po,Wi,Pi,...,Wn,P) = q^r=1^p(G(l,Po))n^cW II ^(E(1,P0), (6-27)
and for P0 = 0, Bn > 0:
p(p0,wi,Pi,...,wn,pn) = g5:r=1^p(D(i,pn))n^np(E(1'^))- (6-28)
1=1 i=l
Using these expressions, the probability or likelihood function of any observation can be com
puted. If the segment length distribution CXy is parameterized, with say, 9, the likelihood
function can be used to compute the maximum-likelihood estimate of 9 and p numerically as
in [12].
6.4 Optimal filter for the signal-union-noise model
One model for clutter is the union of two Boolean models. One may be deemed signal, i.e.,
that part of the signal we wish to retain, and the other noise, i.e., that which is to be re
moved. In general, let {(X^Yf), i = ...,1,0,1,...}, fc = 1,...,JV, be a collection of
independent Boolean models. Define the union of the Boolean models to be (Ui,Vi) where
Ui = rasx.k=i,...,NXi and Vi = max.k=i,...,N Yi- This definition for the union of Boolean models
corresponds to the point-wise union of the germ-grain models. Since the Boolean models are
independent, Fuv(u,v) = IljfcLi FXkyk(u,v).
In the directional case, the optimal filter for signal union noise was represented as the binary
conditional expectation of the signal at a point given a windowed observation about that point
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[25]. The filter operates on windowed observations of the germ-grain model. We refer to the
germ-grain model via an indicator function of its coverage. Specifically, let S = {(Xf,Yf), i
=
. . .
, -1, 0, 1, . . .} denote the signal process and N = {(X?,Y/*), i = - . . , -1, 0, 1, . . .} denote
the noise process. The random vectors (X^Y/*) and (Xf,Yf) are independent for all i. The






= max{Yis,YiN}. The germ-grain model consists of a sequence of binary random
variables {Z,-, i = . . . , 1,0, 1, . . .} taking the value one if a point is covered and zero otherwise.
Owing to stationarity, we consider a window [1, rre]. Given a windowed observation {z\,. . . , zm}
of SUN, we calculate the conditional probability that a point is not covered by signal given that
it is covered by signal-union-noise within the observation. That is we compute the probability
P(Zfc = 0\Zi = z\,...,Zm = zm), 1 < fc < rre. If this probability is greater than 1/2, we
estimate that the signal is absent there; otherwise, we estimate it to be present. If the point




U TW - 0|* -*,....*.---)> 1/2
(6 29)
| 1, otherwise.
Since P(Z% = 0\Zi = zi, . . . , Zk
= 0, . . . , Zm = zm) = 1, we need only be concerned with
the cases where Zjt = 1. We show that only the black runlength containing fc is needed to
calculate P(Zf! = 0\Z\ = zi,...,Zm = Zm) for 1 < fc < rre . There are four possibilities for
covering fc by a black runlength /?: (i) neither endpoint of the observation window is covered by
13, (ii) the left endpoint is not covered by j3 but the right one is, (iii) the right endpoint is not
covered but the left one is, and (iv) both endpoints are covered by (3. For case (i), partition the
observation vector as (7,0;, j3,
uif
, 7'), where w and uJ are white pixels on either side of (3 and 7
and are the remaining observations (possibly null) filling out the window. Then
P(Z^ = 0|7,",/?,a/,7') =P(Z^
= O,1,lo,0,lJ,1')/P(1,u},0,J,1')





= P(Z = 0|u,,/3,u/)
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Hence, the desired conditional probability depends only fc not being covered by the signal, (3, and
the fact that the pixels on either side of /3 are not covered by the union process. Note also that
the interval covered by /? is self-covering. Similar arguments apply to the other cases: for (ii),
P(Zl = 0\7,u,(3) =
P(Z*
= 0\u,P); for (iii),
P(Z*
= 0\(3,J,7') = P(Zsk = 0\f3,J); for (iv),
no reduction is necessary to obtain P(k = 0|/3). To compute these conditional probabilities,
we generalize the fundamental events to the situation where the union process covers a point
but the signaj process does not. Case (i) is the most important and, assuming for notational
simplicity that the covering black runlength /? is defined on the interval [l,rre], the conditional
probability will involve the fundamental event E(l,rre).
The covering events above are described in terms of modified versions of the fundamental
events. We wish to find probabilities of events in which the noise covers a point but the signal
does not. To simplify notation, fundamental events with no designated process are assumed to
be events in the union process. When we specify a particular process, its symbol appears as a
subscript in the event notation, S for signal and N for noise. We also assume that the union
process is nonheavy. The approach to this analysis is to form the same decomposition as in
Proposition 27, but with the added constraint that the signal cannot cover a designated point
fc in the interval [l,m]. This constraint is added to each of the three independent events in
the decomposition. Let Xj4(l, fc; I)
= X^(l, fc) D ESA(l), i.e., the event that an X-event occurs
with points in A for the signal-union-noise process, but the point I is not covered by the signal
process from points in A. Recall that Xyi(l, < fc) is the event that all points in A cover 1, do
not extend beyond it, and all segments emanating from A do not extend past fc. The event
that I is not covered by the signal process in this event we denote by X^(l, < fc; /). This event
has probability
P(XA(1, < fc; I)) = P(XN,A(l, < k))P(Xs,A(l, < min(fc, / - 1))). (6.31)
The probability ofXA(1, fc; I) is
P(XA(1, fc; I)) = P(XA(l, < fc; /))
-
P(XA(1, < fc - 1; /)). (6.32)
Let EA(i, j;l) = EA(i,j) n ESA(l), i.e., the event that i and j are not covered by A in the
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union process and I, i <l <j, is not covered by A in the signal process. For completeness, let
E'A(i, j; 1)
=
E'A(i,j) if I < i or j < I. We have,
E'A(i,j;l) = E'N_A(i,j)nE's,A(i,j)nE's_A(l). (6.33)
Since signal and noise are independent,
P(E'A(i,j; 0) = P(E'N.A(i,j))P(E's,A(i,j) n E's_A(l)), (6.34)
but for i <l < fc,
P(^'s,A(iJ)^'sM1)) = II P(X*<k-i,Yks<l-k) JT P(Xl<k-l,Yks<j-k).
i<k<l,kA l<k<j,keA
(6.35)
Let EA(l,m;l) be the event that the interval [1, rre] is exactly self-covering in the union
model owing to outcomes from points in A, but I is not covered in the signal model:
E,i(l,rre;Z)
= E's>j4(Z)nE>i(l,rre), (6.36)
where for the sake of consistency we define E^(l, rre; I) = EA(1, rre) if I < 1 or / > rre.
Proposition 34 The event EA(l,m;l) has decomposition
m k
EA(l,m; I) = (J (J JJ [Xr(l, fc; 0 n E\1J]nA_T(l,j; I) n
Erj+lim]nA_T0"
+ 1,m; I)] ,
TdA fc=maxTj=l
(6.37)
with initial conditions Eg(i, j; I) = 0 and E0(i, j; I) = fi for all i and j.
Proof. If Z < i or I > j, Eq. 6.37 reduces to Eq. 6.11. Otherwise, consider
Xr(l, fc; I) n E'[1J]nA_T(l, j; I) H Eb+liTO]nj4_T(j + 1, rre; Z)
= xT(i,fc) n Es,r(Z) n E'[lj]nA_T(i,j) n E^[1J]ru_r(0 n Eu+1MnA_T(j + i,m) n E'5ib+lm]n4_r(z).
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But
E's_T(l) n E's{1J]nA_T(i) n E'St]j+hm]nA_T(l) = Es_A(l).
Therefore, E'SA(l) factors out of the RHS ofEq. 6.37 and, by Proposition 27, the RHS becomes
E^l, rre) D E'SA(l), which is defined to be E^l, rre; I).
The event of interest is E(l,m;Z)
=
E[lm](l,rre;Z) but the general recursion in Eq. 6.37 is
required to compute its probability.
Proposition 35 The eventEA(\,m;l) has probability






xP(E-J-+ltfW]nii_-rfj + l,"z; 0),
where the relevant probabilities in the summand are given in Eqs. 6.32 and 6.34-
Proof. The proposition follows by disjointness and independence of the events in Proposition
34.
Other events are needed to handle the cases where incomplete runlengths are observed (if
both endpoints of a runlength are not observed, it is incomplete). We modify the relevant fun
damental events, D-, G-, and H-events for the union model by stipulating that the constituent
signal process cannot cover a specified point. Let D(l,rre; fc), 1 < fc < rre, be the event D(l, rre)
for the union process, but the point fc is not covered from the right or within the interval by
the signal process:
D(l, rre; fc)
= D(l, rre) D E's[loo)(k). (6.39)
Let D(l,rre; fc)
=
D(l,m) if fc is outside the interval [l,rre]. Let G(l,rre; fc), 1 < fc < rre, be the
event G(l,m) for the union process, but the point fc is not covered from the left or within the
interval by the signal process:
G(l,rre;fc) = G(l,rre) nE^^fc). (6.40)
Let G(l,rre;fc) = G(l,rre) if fc is outside the interval [l,rre]. Let H(l,rre;fc), 1 < fc < rre, be the
event H(l,rre) for the union process, but the point fc is not covered from the left, from the right
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nor from within the interval by the signal process:
H(l,m;fc)
= H(l,m)nW5(fc). (6.41)
Let H(l, rre; fc)
=
H(l,m) if fc is outside the interval [1, rre].
Proposition 36 The probability ofD(l, rre; fc) is
P(D(l,m;fc)) = P(E(l,m+ z;fc))n^- (6-42)
i=0 i=0
Proof. By Eq. 6.19,
D(l,m;fc) = [ug0E(l,fn+ i)nWV+J + l)]nE^MWUBliOO
= USoE(l, rre + i) n E'SAhm+i] (fc) DWR(m + i + 1) U Bloo
= U~oE(l, rre + i; fc) nWR(m + i + 1) U Bif0O,
where Bij00 i ffce event that the half-line [1, oo) is covered in the union process. Since the union
process is assumed to be nonheavy, P(Bi)00) = 0. The proposition follows by independence and
disjointness.
Using similar arguments, we get the next proposition.
Proposition 37 The probability ofG(l, rre; fc) is
oo oo
P(G(1, rre; fc)) = P(E(1
-
i, rre; fc)) J} Fy(i). (6.43)
i=0 i=0
Proposition 38 The probability ofH(l, rre; fc) is
oo oo oo oo




Proof. The event H(l,m;fc) has the following decomposition,
H(l,rre;fc) = [USoU^oW^-i) DE(1 - i,m + j) nWR(m + i + 1)] nWs(fc)
UB.
= U^U^oWVOnE(l-i,m+jOnE5[1_.m+.](fc)nWfi(rre+ j + l)UB_00,c
= UmUh)WL(-i) n E(l
- i,m + j; fc) nWR(m + j + 1) U B_oo,oo,
(6.45)
where B_ooi00 is the event that the entire line is covered in the union process. Eq. 6.44 follows,
as before, by nonheaviness, independence and disjointness.
To construct the optimal filter, we need the conditional probability that a point is not
covered by a signal given that it is covered by the union process. As shown previously, to
compute the optimal filter at point fc one need only consider the runlength containing fc within
the observation window [l,m]. In terms ofBoolean model covering events, this can happen one
of four ways:
(6.46)
E-event: W(i - 1) D E(i,j) DW(j + 1), 1 < i < k < j < m;
D-event: W(i - 1) n D(i, rre), 1 < i < k < rre;
G-event: G(l,j) DW(j + 1), 1 < fc < j < rre;
H-event: H(l, rre), 1 < fc < rre.
There are thus four conditional probabilities to compute. We start with the E-event:
The numerator of Eq. 6.47 can be written
p(w5(fc) nw(i
-
1) nE(i, j) nw(j + 1)) = P(w5(fc) n E(i,j)\w(i
-
1) nw(j + 1))
xP(w(z - 1) nw(j + 1))
= P(E(i,j; k))P(W(i - 1) nW(j + 1))
(6.48)
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while the denominator becomes
P(W(i - 1) nE(i,j)nw(j + 1)) = P(E(i,j)\w(i - 1) nw(j + i))P(w(i
-
1) nw(j + 1))
= P(E(i,j))P(w(i - 1) nw(j + 1)).
(6.49)
Taking the ratio of Eqs. 6.47 and 6.49 produces the result
P(Ws(fc)|W(i - 1) DE(i,j) nW(j + 1)) = P(E(i,j; k)/P(E(i,j)). (6.50)
Similarly, we find
P(W5(fc)|G(l,j) OW(j + 1)) = P(G(1,j; fc)/P(G(l, j)) (6.51)
P(W5(fc)|W(i - 1) nD(r, rre)) = P(D(r, j; k)/P(D{i, rre)) (6.52)
P(Ws(fc)|H(l,rre)) = P(H(l,m;fc)/P(H(l,m)). (6.53)
Although the filter is to be applied on the germ-grain model, we now know how to express
covering events of the germ-grain model in terms of the Boolean model and thereby compute
their probabilities. We summarize this discussion as a theorem.
Theorem 39 The optimal-mean-absolute-error windowed filterfor the signal-union-noise nondi
rectional one-dimensional discrete Boolean random set model for the window [l,m] for restora
tion of the signal at k in the window is given by
0, fc is not covered by the union process
1, E-event and P(E(i,j; k))/P(E(i,j)) < 1/2
*(k)={ 1, D-event and P(D(i,m;k))/P(D(i,m))< 1/2
1, G-event and P(G(l,j; k))/P(G(l,j)) < 1/2
1, H-event and P(H(1, rre; fc))/P(H(l, rre)) < 1/2
where the various events corresponding to the black runlength covering k are defined by Eq.





The Boolean model is a fundamental random set process used to model randomly placed,
randomly shaped, overlapping objects. In one dimension, objects can be interpreted as service
times in a queueing system. We have shown the continuous and discrete Boolean models to
be fundamentally different. The latter, we have analyzed using recursive decomposition of
fundamental covering events into disjoint and independent events. This decomposition and
variations of it were exploited to compute likelihood functions, an optimal filter and densities
ofmany random variables of interest in queueing theory. Likelihoods of one and two dimensional
observations were used to compute maximum-likelihood estimates for several Boolean models,
both synthesized and real, to demonstrate the power of this approach. In the nondirectional
ID Boolean model, covering events could be decomposed recursively, but there are simply too
many outcomes to account for to be practical. The methods derived and demonstrated for
the discrete Boolean model show that the discrete approach with recursive decompositions has
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9.1 Fundamental events and probabilities
For reference, we list the notation, description, and probabilities of the fundamental events
found in [12]. The marking probability is p = 1 q and Ck, fc = 1,2,... is the distribution of
the primitive lengths. We define F(k) = q + pCk, fc = 0, 1,2, . . . as the distribution of segment
lengths where P(0) = 1 p. Define Cm = [l,rre] to be the interval of interest, keeping in mind
that all probabilities depend on length not position.
ETO: Cm is covered by internally emanating primitives and no primitive extends beyond the
column.
P(E(1, rre)) = E-li P(Cm
~






l)P(E(j + 1, rre))
P(E(0)) =pci = F(l)
- P(0), P(E(0))
= 1.
E^: The primitives emanating from within Cm do not cover the last pixel.




Cm is covered by internally emanating primitives and primitives may extend beyond the
column.
P(D(l,m)) = p(l - Cm) + Y.T=iP{Cm - Cj-i) YliZl(q + pCi-i)P(D(j + l,m))
= 1 - F(m) + ZT=i FM ~ F(j - 1)nti F(i
- l)P(D(j + 1, rre))
P(D(0))=p = l-P(0).
Lm]00: Cm is not covered.
P(hm,oo) =qmU'kXLi(q + pCk)
= F(0rUk=iF(k)
W: A pixel is white, W(0) = Li)00.
Lmj: No pixel in Cm is covered owing to a process primitive emanating from within the interval
or from any of the j pixels preceding Cm.
P(hmJ) =qmnLi(q+pCk)
= F(orui=iF(k)
Gm: Cm is covered by primitives emanating from within or before, but none extends beyond
the interval.








Hm: Cm is covered.
P(H(l,m)) =qUk%i(q+pCk)TlT=oP(^-J,m))
=mH)F(*)^P(D(l-j,m))




The probability distribution of the windowed observations in a column of length N can
be
expressed in terms of the probabilities found thus far. Every observation is of the form
C = (Wo,Pi,Wi,P2,...,Pn,Wn) (9-1)
where Wm is a string of, white pixels, Bm is a string of vm black pixels, vm > 0 for
rre= 1,2, ...,re, um > 0 for m = 1,2,..., re 1, Uq > 0, Un > 0, and
JTum+JTvm = N. (9.2)
m=0 m=l
It is possible that there are no black pixels or no white pixels.
Theorem 40 P(C) is characterized in one of the following ways:
Case 1. uo > 0, un > 0 :
P(C) = PfL^oo) f[ P(E(l,vm)) II P(LUm,o) (9.3)
m=l m=l
Case 2. uq = 0, un > 0 :
P(C) = P(G(l,r;1)) ft PWhvm)) f[ PQ^fi) (9-4)
771=2 771=1
Case 3. o > 0, un = 0 :
n1 n1
P(C) = P(L0)00)P(D(l,i;)) TJ ^(E(l,m)) I] P^u^o) (9.5)
771=1 771=1
Case 4. reo = tin = 0 :
np(E(i,Um))n
771=2 771=1
P(C) = P(G(l,vi))P(D(l,vn)) J] P(E(l, )) J] P(LUm,0) (9.6)
Case 5. TVo fcZacfc pixels: P(C) = P(Ltv,oo)-
Case 6. No white pixels: P(C) = P(H(l,iV)).
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